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Summary
This thesis aims to study the rock bolt modelling and the rock bolt
design using both laboratory tests and numerical simulations. It is well
known that rock bolts are essential supports for rock tunnels and caverns.
According to previous studies, the interface behaviour between the rock
bolt and bond material, including the debonding process and the crack
propagation, is one of the most important factors significantly affecting
the reinforcement effect and support capacity of rock bolts. However, there
is still a lack of comprehensive understanding on the detailed debonding
process along the boundary between the rock bolt and bond material, so
this research aims to fill in the gap on the lack of understanding in the
interface behaviour and debonding mechanism.
In the first part of this study (Chapter 3 and 4), shear tests were
carried out with a simplified rock bolt model to directly observe the
interface behaviour during the shear tests. Next, the shear test results
were reproduced with the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA)
which can simulate the crack distributions. As a result, it was concluded
that the DDA can be an effective tool to evaluate the interface behaviour
between the rock bolt and the bond material. Afterwards, the effects of
bolt configurations on the bolt-mortar interface behaviour were
investigated with the verified DDA model. The recommended values for
the key rock bolt parameters (i.e. rib angle, rib height, rib interval, rib
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shape) were obtained through the DDA simulations which take into
account the crack initiation and propagation into the bond material.
In the latter part of this study (Chapters 5 and 6), a new type of
energy-absorbing rock bolt was designed and its supporting mechanism
was investigated with the DDA-based rock bolt model. This type of rock
bolt can follow the large tunnel deformation, and it can control the final
displacement by the specially designed anchor. Several laboratory pullout tests were carried out with the prototypes of newly-developed energyabsorbing rock bolts, and the DDA-based rock bolt element which can
simulate the pull-out test process was developed. With this rock bolt
element, the tunnel excavation was simulated, and it was found that the
new energy-absorbing rock bolt can be useful for the tunnel excavation
under the squeezing conditions.
The research findings from this study enable us to better
understand the detailed reinforcing mechanism and the supporting effect
of rock bolts. And also, from the practical point of view, this study can
contribute to design the optimum profile for the rock bolts through
parametric studies using the developed DDA models. Furthermore, tunnel
excavation under severe conditions such as squeezing conditions can be
improved by utilising the newly-developed energy-absorbing rock bolt.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1. General background
Rock bolts are essential supports for both mining and civil engineering
during excavation of tunnels or large rock caverns and a slope
stabilization process. Rock bolting system has been dramatically
developed over the last four decades in the area of understanding the
reinforcement mechanism of rock bolts and advancement of rock bolting
system itself. Owing to various support mechanisms of rock bolting and
their effects which will be described in Section 2.1, rock bolting system
enables rock masses, which is mainly comprised of intact rock and joints,
to enhance its capacity for strength as much as possible. In other words,
rock mass could be supported by themselves with rock bolting system. As
a result, a collapse of rock blocks along rock joints and large rock
deformation can be restrained.
Windsor (1997) reviewed reinforcement system of rock bolting. In this
review, he classified rock bolting into three types, namely rock bolts
(generally less than 3m in length), cable bolts (generally between 3m and
15m) and ground anchors (typically more than 10m in length). However,
according to recent tunnel construction reports, rock bolts which are
between 4m and 6m in length seem to be utilised when geological
conditions are poor. Furthermore, Windsor showed four principal
components of a reinforcement system as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
17

-(0)The rock
-(1)The element (e.g. rock bolt)
-(2)The internal fixture (e.g. mortar or resin) and
-(3)The external fixture (e.g. face plate)

Figure 1.1 Four principal components of a reinforcement system
(Windsor, 1997)

The surrounding rock is not usually considered as a critical component
in a reinforcing system. But rock strength and confining pressure would
affect the reinforcing effect of rock bolting significantly. The internal
fixture is a bond material such as a mortar grout and resin.
As for the history of rock bolting, Stillborg (1994) described that rock
bolts had been utilised in the coal mining in Europe since the end of 19th
century. The primary purpose of rock bolting was to prevent the unsteady
rocks from falling by tying or suspending from the fresh rocks. At that
time, rock bolts were called roof bolts, and they were produced by only
cutting the tip of rebar and fixed to the borehole by Hummer striking.
Therefore, rock bolts were sometimes fallen out from the borehole due to
the

vibration

of

explosion

during
18

the

later

excavation.

Their

reinforcement effects were not considered very useful. After fully grouted
rock bolts had been widely recognised, the reinforcement effects of rock
bolting were finally understood in the civil engineering field. In addition
to this, after systematically installed rock bolts as one of support for
tunnel excavation, were proposed in “Water Power magazine”, rock
bolting system was widely accepted all over the world (Rabcewicz 1964,
1964, 1965). Nowadays, more than 100 million rock bolts are utilised
every year.
Recently, conventional tunnelling methods (or the drill & blasting
tunneling methods, the new Austrian tunnelling methods), which usually
employed systematically installed rock bolts, have been frequently
applied for the construction of tunnels/caverns under a high overburden
and with a large cross section. Under such adverse conditions, it is a
concern that tunnel support materials may yield because of huge ground
pressure and large tunnel deformation. As a result, a tunnel may lose its
stability due to a reduced effectiveness of the tunnel supports. Therefore,
rock bolt, as an essential component of tunnel supports for excavation is
becoming more important.
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1.2. Key objectives
According to previous studies which are summarised in Chapter 2,
the interface behaviour between the rock bolt and the bond material can
be considered as one of the most important factor affecting the
reinforcement effect of the rock bolt. Interface behaviour includes
debonding process between the rock bolt and the bond material, and also
the crack initiation and propagation into the bond material.
However, laboratory tests or field tests were mainly carried out to
evaluate the supporting mechanism of rock bolts in the past studies,
whereby the test cases had to be limited. Besides, it is hard to observe the
interface behaviour during the laboratory tests, and therefore, most
observations were conducted after the experiments. In other words, there
is little information available on the debonding process or crack
propagation during the laboratory tests. Furthermore, there is a lack of
numerical simulation models which can simulate the detailed interface
behaviour between the rock bolt and the bond material.
The key objectives in this study are as follows;

-

By comparing the laboratory test results with the numerical
simulation results, an accurate numerical modelling which can
reproduce the detailed bolt-grout interface behaviour will be
developed (Chapter 3 and 4). As a result, the detailed
reinforcement mechanism of rock bolts can be understood.

-

Using the verified numerical models, the influence of the different
rock bolt configurations on the reinforcement effect of rock bolt
20

will be evaluated (Chapter 4). Obtained results can be utilised for
the optimum design of rock bolts.
-

Using the verified numerical model, a new type of rock bolt which
can withstand large tunnel displacement will be designed. By
utilising the numerical model, the supporting mechanism of a
new rock bolt will be investigated (Chapter 5).

-

By carrying out the laboratory tests with prototypes, the
characteristic curve of the new rock bolt will be obtained. In
addition, the new rock bolt element will be developed and the
simulation of the tunnel excavation will be carried out in order to
evaluate the reinforcing effect of a newly-developed rock bolt
(Chapter 6).
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1.3. Methodology
In the first part of this research, both the experiment test and the
numerical analysis were carried out in order to better understand the
detailed interface behaviour between the rock bolt and the bond material.
As for the laboratory test, a lot of shear tests were carried out, and the
discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) was used for the numerical
simulations.
First of all, shear tests with simplified rock bolt models were
carried out. In these experiments, the effects of the bolt configuration
(with/without rock bolt ribs, rib angle), mortar strength and confining
pressure on the crack propagation and load-displacement curve were
evaluated. As the next step, not only load – displacement curve but also
the crack propagation were simulated with DDA. Although finite element
methods (FEM) or finite difference methods (FDM) are generally used for
the rock bolt modelling, they cannot simulate the interface behaviour
(especially on the crack propagation) and evaluate its behaviour after
cracks have been generated. By utilising the DDA which is one of
discontinuous analysis methods, the shear tests can be reproduced more
precisely. The DDA based rock bolt models have never been done before
according to the literature review.
After the verification that DDA can simulate the interface
behaviour in detail during shear tests, parametric studies were conducted
using the DDA rock bolt models. By doing so, the optimum rock bolt shape
and mortar strength can be designed depending on the various confining
pressure.
22

In the latter part of this research, a new type of energy-absorbing
rock bolt, which can resist a large deformation, was designed and its
supporting effect was verified with laboratory tests and numerical
simulations.
As a first step to develop the new rock bolt which can tolerate large
deformation, the anchor profile of rock bolt was determined using the DDA
numerical simulation model which can reproduce the interface behaviour
in detail. Then, the laboratory pull-out tests were carried out with several
prototypes of new rock bolts. Finally, the DDA rock bolt element was
developed by comparing the DDA pull-out simulation results with
laboratory test results. And the reinforcing effect of the new rock bolt was
verified by carrying out the simulation of a tunnel excavation problem.
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1.4. Thesis organisation
Chapter 1 presents the introduction about the basic explanation
for rock bolting and key objectives and methodology of this research. In
Chapter 2, the literature review, including history and function of rock
bolting and generally used models, will be provided. Chapter 3 will mainly
describe laboratory tests, including the illustration of the shear test
equipment, test cases, test results and discussion. Chapter 4 will
represent DDA simulation which is comprised of the outline of DDA,
simulation cases, simulation results and discussion. In Chapter 5, the
design of a new rock bolt using DDA shear test model will be presented
and the supporting mechanism of the new rock bolt will be described.
Furthermore, the result of laboratory pull-out tests will be summarised.
Chapter 6 will explain the development of the DDA rock bolt element, and
the simulation results of a tunnel excavation example. Finally, the study
will be concluded in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Literature review on rock bolting system

2.1. Fundamental functions and reinforcement effects
Rock bolting is considered as a simple supporting method where the
rebar is installed and fixed to the ground. Therefore, its behaviour seems
to be straightforward. In the past, a number of essential functions and
reinforcement effects of rock bolting have been proposed all over the world.
In 1955, Rabcewicz recommended to classify its functions and
supporting effects. Furthermore, some professional associations such as
Japanese Society of Civil Engineering (2000) started to explain the
supporting mechanism, see Table 2.1.

2.1.1. Suspension effect
Suspension effect is the simplest mechanism of rock bolting. By being
suspended from fresh rocks, loosened rocks after blasting can be stabilised.
It is more efficient for fractured rocks when rock bolts are utilised together
with shotcrete than rock bolt only.
In northern Europe regions such as Norway and Sweden, the rock
mass is typically comprised of homogeneous and fresh hard rocks, and
there are fewer joints in the rock mass. In such a geological condition, the
rock structure becomes stable by only controlling the joint behaviour well.
Therefore, there has been a number of research results regarding the
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Table 2.1 Functions and supporting effects of rock bolting
(modified after JSCE, 2000)
Conceptual Sketch

Effect of Rock bolting
i)Suspension Effect
Has the effect of stabilizing on the ground, rocks which were loosened by blasting.
M ore effective in fractured rock condition in combination with shotcrete.

ii)Beam Composition Effect
Application of rock bolt makes a number of rock strata tighten, and transmits shear
stress through rock joints.
By this way, it has an effect of functioning as "a composite beam".

iii)Bearing Capacity Effect
Has the effect of maintaining the durability and strength of the ground, by increasing
internal pressure of tunnel ground surface by tension force of rock bolt.

iv)Ground Arch Effect
Has the effect of creating the ground arch structure by increasing the ground strength
as a result of "internal Pressure Effect".

v)Ground Reinforcing Effect
Has the effect of reinforcing the physical property of the ground. Application of rock
bolt improves shear strength of ground, and residual strength after yield point.
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suspension effect of rock bolting. Even in poor geological conditions (e.g.,
many joints, difficult to identify their strike and dip, and their behaviour),
the suspension plays an important role for stabilising the rock mass. This
is because only partial unstable rocks around the tunnel sometimes cause
the whole rock structure to be unstable. For instance, small rock falls from
a tunnel wall will prevent surrounding rocks from creating the ground
arch successfully.

2.1.2. Beam composition effect
Rock bolts tie hard rock layers and soft rock layers in the alternation
strata to combine them together, thereby transmitting shear stress
through rock joints. By doing so, the composite beam can be formed
around the tunnel. Since the ground behaviour becomes similar to the
composite beam, macroscopic ground stiffness can be increased, and also
ground collapse can be restrained and controlled.

2.1.3. Internal pressure effect
Internal pressure effect enables to maintain the durability and
strength of rock mass by increasing internal pressure of tunnel surface
with the tension force of rock bolts. This function of internal pressure is
one of the most remarkable actions of rock bolting. This is the reason why
an axial force measurement of rock bolt is considered as one of the most
important field monitoring items during a tunnel construction. As the
axial force is caused by ground deformation, ground conditions around the
tunnel excavation area are expected to be subjected triaxial compressive
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stress conditions. If rock bolting achieves this, the ground around the
tunnel wall should be stable even when the tunnel is excavated under
high-stress conditions.
However, the following issue has to be considered practically. For
example, in case that each rock bolt supports the ground area of 1 𝑚𝑚2 and

tolerates 10 tonnes of axial force, the generated confining pressure will be
only 0.1 MPa. This value is a small figure compared to the initial rock
stress. But rock mass is the discontinuous material which contains a
number of rock joints. In such case, Goodman (1989) indicated that most
of the rock mass is able to be strengthened by providing confining pressure
when cracks interact with each other. As shown in Figure 2.1, the rocks
can move easily along their rock joints unless they are confined. On the
other hand, by increasing the confinement pressure, much higher energy
should be necessary to deform along an uneven joint surface. Hence,
fractured rock masses with slightly increased confinement pressure can
have ten times larger strength. These are the reasons why rock bolting is
useful for tunnelling in rock.
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Figure 2.1 Dilatancy caused by roughness of the rupture surface
(modified after Goodman, 1989)
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2.1.4. Ground arch effect
Suspension effect, beam composition effect and internal pressure effect
show the function of single rock bolt. Meanwhile, the ground arch effect is
meaningful only when rock bolts are installed systematically.
When a circular tunnel is excavated, the ground arch structure will be
created around the tunnel wall. As shown in Figure 2.2, the ground
surrounding the tunnel deform inward excavated area after the tunnel
excavation in the ideal homogeneous underground (Geo fronte 2009).
However, only elastic deformation can be occurred because of the tunnel
shape. Moreover, deformation of rock blocks is constrained by contacting
with and pushing against adjacent rock blocks. As a result, the
circumference direction compressive force can be generated and
propagated into the rock mass. Consequently, this behavior enables the
excavated tunnel to be stabilised. Even though the tunnel is excavated in
fractured rocks, this phenomenon can be seen due to same reasons as the
arch bridge and arch dome. If rock bolt was installed systematically, as a
result of internal pressure effect, rock bolting helps to create this ground
arch structure by increasing the ground strength.
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Figure 2.2 Ground arch zone around a circular tunnel
(modified after Geo fronte, 2009)

2.1.5. Ground reinforcing effect
Same as a ground arch effect, ground reinforcement effect is also the
result of suspension effect, beam composition effect and internal pressure
effect. The ground where rock bolts were installed behaves as structure
material comprised of ground, steel and bond material such as mortar or
resin. The mechanical property of steel is more than ten times larger than
that of the ground. Therefore, a mechanical property of ground can be
improved macroscopically.
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2.2. Types of rock bolts
As described earlier, rock bolts have been widely used for almost last
half a century, and many kinds of rock bolts have been developed to catch
up various demands emerged in both mining and civil engineering (Hoek,
2006). Six major rock bolts will be introduced in this section.

2.2.1. Mechanically anchored rock bolts
Although an expansion shell rock bolt anchor is widely accepted, the
fundamental principle is the same as another anchor typed rock bolts. As
shown in Figure 2.3, the expansion shell rock bolt is mainly comprised of
the tapered cone with an internal thread, a pair of wedges held in place
by a bail. Expansion shell rock bolt anchors are very useful for hard rocks.
On the other hand, they are not used for soft ground and fractured rocks
with various rock joints because it is easy to deform and fail at the contact
point with their wedge grips. In such ground conditions, resin or mortar
anchored rock bolts which are described later are more suitable than
mechanical anchored rock bolts.
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Figure 2.3 Components of a mechanically anchored rock bolt
(Hoek, 2006)

2.2.2. Resin anchored rock bolts
Resin anchored rock bolts can be utilised for soft grounds or for
excavation by blasting. In such cases, mechanically anchored rock bolts
cannot produce proper reinforcing effects. A typical resin product is
comprised of two component cartridges. The one is a resin, and the other
is a catalyst for hardening shown in Figure 2.4. Cartridges are pushed
into a borehole and broken by the rod edge. After that, resins are mixing
by drilling. Generally, within several minutes, the resin becomes hard.
These kinds of rock bolts can be applied to rocks including soft shale and
mudstone for which expansion shell rock bolt anchors are not suitable.
Figure 2.5 shows typical set-up for resin anchored rock bolts.
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Figure 2.4 Typical two component resin cartridge used for anchoring
and grouting rock bolts (Hoek, 2006)

Figure 2.5 Components of a resin anchored rock bolt with provision for
grouting (Hoek, 2006)
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As shown in Figure 2.5, several slow-setting resin cartridges are set
behind the fast-setting anchor cartridges. Usually, slow-setting grout
cartridges start to harden 30 minutes after the drill mixing. Meanwhile,
fast-setting anchor cartridges become hardened soon, so the bolt is
tensioned only a few moments after the mixing. This tension is fixed as
slow-setting grout gradually become harder. Finally, rock bolt becomes a
fully tensioned and fully grouted bolt. However, resin anchored rock bolts
may have the long term rust problem and the reaction problem toward
the groundwater, and also are expensive compared to the fully cement
grouted rock bolts.

2.2.3. Fully grouted rock bolts
Tensioned rock bolts provide positive forces to the rock mass, while
reinforcement effects of dowels, such as fully cement grouted rock bolts,
are generated by the axial forces when ground deformation occurs. Figure
2.6 shows typical fully cement grouted rock bolts which are currently the
most commonly used. For the bond materials, viscosity cement grout
(typically a 0.3 to 0.35 water/cement ratio) are utilised, whereby the grout
will not overflow from boreholes for rock bolts. A whole borehole can be
filled with this grout using a grout installation hose. After filling up, rock
bolts are installed.
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Figure 2.6 Grouted dowel using a deformed bar
inserted into a grout-filled hole (Hoek, 2006)

2.2.4. Friction rock bolts
These kinds of rock bolt are fixed by the friction between the borehole
wall and bolt surface. There are two types of friction rock bolts. One is
“slit spring tube type (Split Set stabilisers)”, and the other one is
“expansion steel tube type (Swellex bolt)”. However, the latter rock bolt is
more common, especially in the civil engineering.
Split Set stabilisers were developed by Scott (1976, 1983). As shown in
Figure 2.7, this bolt is comprised of the slotted high strength steel tube
and faceplate. By installing it into the rather small sized borehole, the
radial spring force is generated. As a result of this force, the friction force
is produced along the entire rock bolt length, whereby the reinforcing
effect is also created.
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Figure 2.8 shows the outline picture of the swellex bolt. As shown in
this figure, these kinds of rock bolts were folded when they were
manufactured. After installing them into the borehole, rock bolts are

Figure 2.7 Split Set stabilizer (Hoek, 2006)

Figure 2.8 Outline view of swellex bolt (Hoek, 2006)
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expanded using high pressured water (approximately 30 MPa) and
contacted with the borehole wall, whereby the friction force between them
can be

generated. While the steel tube is expanding, the surrounding

rock is expected to be consolidated. However, to obtain appropriate pulling
out force, rock mass needs to be competent to some extent.
The problem regarding corrosion is one of the serious issues for friction
rock bolts since their steel surfaces are contacted with rock or ground
water directly. Galvanising the steel tube is the best solution currently
and has been already applied. Meanwhile, friction rock bolts have a
significant advantage over their installation time compared to the other
typical rock bolt system. In fact, a total cost of friction rock bolts including
their installation time is cheaper than that of most other rock bolt systems.
Moreover, these friction rock bolts also have the other benefit. Their
qualities are less affected or lowered by water inflow during installation.

2.2.5. Injected type rock bolts
Before installing the rock bolt, typically, injected type rock bolts are
attached with the hole collar plug and injecting tube at the collar of the
bolt and also connected to the air tube along the entire bolt. Recently,
alternative methods for injection have become popular to enhance the
performance of grouting. In this case, the injected tube is connected along
the whole length of rock bolts, whereby bond materials are injected from
the edge of the rock bolt. Bolts for injected type rock bolts are same as
those for fully cemented grout rock bolts (shown in Figure 2.9).
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Figure 2.9 Injection methods for rock bolts

2.2.6. Combination bolts
Combination bolts are developed to utilise for both advantages
over the mechanical rock bolts and injected type rock bolts. One of the
most common combination bolts is CT bolts shown in Figure 2.10 (DSI,
2017), CT stands for Combination Tube. Immediately after installing
this bolt, the point anchor support is activated, and later this bolt is
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fully grouted by injection. Since the surface of CT bolt is not only
covered with bond materials but also coated by polypropylene sleeve,
whereby they are extremely resistant to corrosion (called as a double
coating).

Figure 2.10 CT bolt (Combination Tube bolt) (modified after DSI, 2017)

2.2.7. Energy-absorbing rock bolts
Recently, especially in the deep mining field, the latest rock bolts which
are called as “energy-absorbing rock bolts” have been developed. These
rock bolts can bear high load capacity and accommodate significant
ground deformation. There are two primary energy-absorbing rock bolts,
one is cone bolt (Jager, 1992, Ortlepp, 1992), and the other one is D bolt
(Li, 2010).
Regarding the cone bolt, the loading force generated by the dilating
rock is transferred to the tendon which is located at the edge of the rock
bolt. As this force becomes large and reaches the yielding point, the cone
is ploughing inside the surrounding grout materials (shown in Figure 2.11
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(Li et al., 2014)). By doing so, they can absorb much energy from the
surrounding rock.
Meanwhile, the D bolt is fully encapsulated in the borehole using
either cement grout or resin. As shown in Figure 2.12 (Li, 2010), this bolt
is mainly comprised of multiple anchor points and deformable sections
with smooth surfaces. The flat deformable sections allow debonding and
significant deformation. Multiple anchor points provide continued support
even after several sections fail.
However, these energy-absorbing rock bolts have not yet applied to the
civil engineering tunnel. The possible reasons are described in the later
section.

Figure 2.11 Cone bolt
(Li et al., 2014)
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Figure 2.12 D bolt
(Li, 2010)

2.3. Research review (experiment)
There have been many studies on rock bolting system to
understand its effects and reinforcing mechanism.
First of all, in the nineteenth seventies, many researchers started
to study the reinforcing bar in the concrete which is the pioneer in the
research for rock bolting.
Lutz (1970) conducted a lot of pull-out tests of a reinforcing bar to
study the bond force of smooth and deformed reinforcing bars. According
to his research, the bond strength of smooth reinforcing bar depends on
the chemical adhesion and friction between the bolt and concrete after
slipping. However, the chemical adhesion does not influence on its
reinforcement effects strongly, and the friction never generates unless the
debonding between the bolt and concrete occurs.
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As for the deformed reinforcing bar, he concluded that the slipping
takes place in following two ways.
1) Rock bolt ribs split the concrete via a wedging behaviour.
2) Rock bolt ribs crash the concrete
When ribs crash the concrete, concrete powders store in front of ribs.
Besides, when the slipping and separation occur, additional transverse
cracks and splitting cracks are likely to be generated. The large
deformation cannot happen unless these transverse cracks and radial
cracks occur around the boundary between the bolt and concrete. Also, he
found that several failure patterns of the reinforced concrete which are
primary cracks (major failure mode), dense minor radial cracks and cone
cracks as shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.13 Several failure patterns of the reinforced concrete
(Lutz, 1970)
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Goto (1971) also conducted a number of laboratory tests and
studied the bond behaviour between the concrete and reinforcing bar.
Especially, injecting the red ink into the test specimen after tests enabled
him to observe the crack propagation into the concrete material in detail.
Due to its remarkable achievements, these cracks found by using the ink
are called as Goto crack. He reported that a number of internal cracks
were generated around the reinforcing bar. In the case that the bolt stress
was less than 100 MPa, these cone-shaped internal cracks were created
from the ribs near primary cracks. Moreover, he found that these internal
cracks also increased and they were generated from almost all ribs as the
bolt stress increased. He also pointed out that the internal cracks leant
toward the nearest primary crack as shown in Figure 2.14. The leant
angle was from 45 degrees to 80 degrees, and he summarised that this
angle depends on the rib shape and anchorage type.

Figure 2.14 Several failure patterns of the reinforced concrete
(modified after Goto, 1971)
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Goto’s research was enriched by Tepfers (1973, 1979) who had
done a number of laboratory tests and presented the analytical solution
for the tensile stress distribution of the concrete. According to his
experiments, two kinds of cracks in the concrete were observed during
pull-out tests. The first one is cone-shaped cracks, and the other one is
radial splitting cracks. Both cracks are generated at the interface between
the reinforcing bar and the concrete as shown in Figure 2.15. He stated
that crack patterns depend on the rib shape and properties of the
boundary and surrounding concrete, and these cracks are not developed
individually but mutual dependently. He also found that the concrete
behaved similarly and ideally in the case that the rib angle was from 40
degrees and 105 degrees. On the other hand, in the case that rib angle
was less than 30 degree, their bond behaviour was different. He also
observed that concrete powders were piled up in front of the rib.
Moreover, Tepfers proposed an analytical model that can be useful
for estimating the tensile stress distribution caused by the development
of radial split cracks though he still paid attention to only smooth surfaced
reinforcing bars. According to his results, when the test piece was pulled,
due to the stress concentration, debonding at the boundary between the
bolt and concrete started. After that, this debonding proceeded toward the
edge direction along the reinforcing bar.
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Figure 2.15 Cone shaped cracks and longitudinal splitting cracks
(Tepfers, 1973)

Farmer (1975) and Goodman (1989) took the initiative in the
research of rock bolting and published valuable knowledge regarding rock
bolting. Farmer conducted theoretical research on the fully grouted rock
bolting, and proposed the exponential decay model along the rock bolt.
Even though his theoretical modelling was limited to the case of the
perfect bonding and elastic deformation, his modelling has been widely
accepted by researchers (see Figure 2.16). In addition to this, he compared
his analytical solution with a number of experimental results. In his
experiments, rock bolts were installed into the concrete, limestone and
chalk with resin. According to Figure 2.17, in the case of concrete, the
relatively small axial force distribution obtained from analytical solution
showed good agreement with the result of pull out test. On the other hand,
the theoretical results with limestone and chalk didn’t agree with those of
experiments.
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Figure 2.16 Stress and deformation in a grouted anchor
(modified after Farmer, 1975)

Figure 2.17 Comparison results of theoretical model with those of
experiment (modified after Farmer, 1975)
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Goodman (1989) explained about the effectiveness of rock bolting
regarding its ability for increasing the confining pressure. By adding the
confinement, even though rocks are highly fractured or fissured, the
majority of rocks become stronger if the rock blocks are interlocked with
one other. As described in Subsection 2.1.3, if the rock can move freely
without confinement, the rock sliding along their joint becomes possible.
However, confining pressure makes it difficult for fractured or fissured
rocks to move, whereby much more energy is necessary (see Figure 2.1).
Therefore, the whole block system can produce more than ten times larger
strength with the small increment of mean stress. This is one of the
reasons why the rock bolting is useful in reinforcing the rock mass.
In the nineteen eightieth, these research had been extended by
some researchers. Aydan (1989) conducted push-out tests, pull-out tests
and shear tests to understand the reinforcement mechanism of rock
bolting both qualitatively and quantitatively. In addition to these, he
derived the constitutive law of rock bolting system analytically.
In his experiments, first of all, he did push-out tests and pull-out
tests to obtain the bond strength or bearing capacity respectively and
studied the effect of the bolt configurations and diameter of the borehole
on their bearing capacities. The parameters studied were the ratio of the
diameter of rock bolt to that of the borehole, surface shape of rock bolts
and confining pressure. As a result, the load capacity obtained from pushout tests was 25 % higher than that from pull-out tests.
Aydan explained this reason by the so-called Poisson effect (In the
case of smooth surfaced rock bolt, the radial stress becomes a compressive
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in the push-out tests, while it tends to be a tensile in the pull-out tests).
Furthermore, the load capacity of rock bolts with ribs was much higher
than that of rock bolts without ribs. He mentioned that this was due to
the geometric dilatancy caused by the differences of rock bolts surface,
and probably it was one of the most important parameters to determine
the load capacity of rock bolts. Based on observation results of failure
mode, he classified its failure mode into following three categories.
１．

Failure along the bolt-grout interface

２．

Failure along the grout-rock interface

３．

Failure by splitting of grout and rock annulus

To analyse the failure mode in detail, he conducted several shear tests.
Shear tests explained in Chapter 3 were carried out with the similar
method to his tests. Parameters were the interval length between each of
ribs (9 mm and 13 mm) and confining pressure (0.0, 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0 MPa).
According to his results, he concluded the following three cracks were
mainly observed as shown in Figure 2.18.
1. High angle tension crack (denoted as HATC in Figure 2.18)
2. Low angle combined tension-shear crack (denoted as LACTSC in
Figure 2.18)
3. Shear crack (indicated as SC in Figure 2.18)
He explained that the high angle tension crack (hereafter called
HATC) was generated at the tip of rock bolt rib, and penetrate toward
inside the mortar. This crack was inclined at an angle between 60 and 80
degrees to the global shearing direction. On the other hand, low angle
combined tension-shear crack (hereafter called LACTSC) initiated at the
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edge of rock bolt rib as well as HATC, but the angle of LACTSC was
between 10 and 35 degrees to the global shearing directions. The
orientation of this crack starts to change toward the edge of the next rib
as shown in Figure 2.18. According to the detail observation about the
latter behaviour, this crack was generated due to the intense shearing. In
addition to this, he summarised this kind of crack was the most important
failure pattern.

Figure 2.18 Main cracks observed by Aydan during shear tests
(Aydan, 1989)
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In the nineteen nineties, the research on cable bolts became more
popular especially in Canada (Jean and Mark, 1996). Cable bolts are
longer than rock bolts, and generally in the range from 3 to 15 m. The
common types of cable bolts were summarised by Windsor (1992) as shown
in Table 2.2. The force and displacement caused by the stressed cable bolt
which is installed into the borehole with mortar materials are illustrated
in Figure 2.19 (Hoek, 2006). As the cable bolt is tensioned, the radial
displacement occurred from the boundary between the cable bolt surface
and the mortar. This radial displacement enhances the confining pressure.
As a result, the shear stress which can resist against the sliding of the
cable is influenced by both this enhanced confining pressure and friction
between the cable bolt and mortar materials.
Hyett, Yazici and Kaizer developed a theoretical model on the
behaviour of cable bolt systems, which consists of the surrounding rock,
grout materials and cable bolt itself. Hyett et al. (1992) conducted several
pull-out tests using fully grouted cable bolt, and identified two failure
modes based on their tests. The first one is the radial splitting of concrete
surrounding the cable bolt. The other one is the shearing failure between
cable bolt and the concrete. He summarised schematic images during
pull-out tests shown in Figure 2.20. According to these figures, successive
stages in the failure pattern during pull-out tests were divided into four
stages. In the first stage, the load-displacement curve showed the mostly
linear response. From the second stage, the failure patterns were
depended on the radial confining pressure and stress decreasing might be
influenced by the radial fracturing of the mortar and/or shear failure
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Table 2.2 Typical types of cable bolts summarized by Windsor
(Windsor, 1992)
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Figure 2.19 Forces and displacements associated with a stressed cable
grouted into a borehole in rock (Hoek, 2006)

directing toward the global shearing direction. After that, as the axial
displacement increased, the radial confining pressure was controlled by
the biggest differences between the cable and mortar flutes. Finally, he
concluded that the radial splitting mode is likely to occur under low
confining pressure. On the other hand, the shearing failure mode is likely
to happen as confining pressure increases.
Yazici and Kaizer (1992) proposed a bond strength model (BSM) to
evaluate the load capacity of fully grouted cable bolts. In this model, the
mechanical interlocking, which is the term for the shear resistance caused
by bolt profile reacting surrounding materials, was considered with zigzag surface model as shown in Figure 2.21. This surface created the
dilation and radial movement when the debonding between the cable bolt
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Figure 2.20 Schematic images of fixing material during pull-out tests
(modified after Hyett et al., 1992)

surface and mortar occurred.
In addition to the cable bolts, the study on the rock bolting was
also continued. For example, Stillborg (1994) carried out a number of pullout tests using many types of rock bolts. These rock bolts were installed
two blocks of high strength reinforced concrete (uniaxial compressive
strength = 60 MPa) which simulated a rock joint. Figure 2.22 shows a
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Figure 2.21 Zig-zag surface bolt profile utilized for Bond Strength Model
(Kaiser et al., 1992)

Figure 2.22 Results of pull out test conducted by Stillborg
(Hoek, 2006)
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typical result of pull-out tests. From these results, fully-grouted (both
cement and resin) rebar rock bolts, which have been widely used all over
the world, have high load capacity. However, they tend to fail easily when
relatively large ground deformation occurs. On the other hand, swellex
rock bolts and split set stabiliser, which have also been applied to a
number of construction sites, can tolerate large deformation but can bear
lower load than fully-grouted rebar rock bolts. Based on these
experimental results, Li and Stillborg (1999) proposed interfacial shear
stress (ISS) model to evaluate the rock bolt behaviour when the rock joint
was opened. The deformation of the interface was considered with four
stages which were elastic, linear softening, residual and debonding.
Over the last decade, further developments have been made on the
rock bolting system. For example, the study utilising X-ray for observation
of the failure pattern, variety of rock bolt shapes, etc. Obara et al. (2002)
used X-ray CT scan for the detailed observation of failure patterns after
the pull-out tests and concluded that the bond failure during pull-put tests
was dependent on the bolt types and the bolt surface shape as shown in
Figure 2.23. Furthermore, he summarised that radial cracks, which were
generated from the surface of cable bolt, were caused by the internal
pressure, and the effect of this internal pressure on the failure pattern
was more dominant than that of twisting.
Kilic et al. (2003) conducted pull out tests using the rock bolts with
cone-shaped lugs as shown in Figure 2.24 and revealed that the bolt
shapes strongly affected the load bearing capacity and deformation
behaviour.
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Figure 2.23 Observation results after pull out tests using X-ray CT
scan, modified from the original journal
(Obara et al., 2002)

Figure 2.24 Test pieces of pull out tests
(modified after Kilic et al., 2003)
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According to his research, the bond bearing capacity obtained from the
ribbed bar was 5.5 times higher than that of the smoothly surfaced bar.
Besides, the bond capacity of the bolt with cone shape ribs was 27 %
superior to that of the ribbed bar.
Aziz et al. (2008) analysed the influence of the rib spacing and
summarised the optimum rib spacing was 37.5 mm. Moreover, he
mentioned that as the rib spacing became closer, the failure mode of this
rock bolt was similar to that of smoothly surfaced rock bolt which has a
slightly large diameter. Cao (2012) proposed that the latest theoretical
model which can estimate the rock bolt behaviour in detail. Researchers
had also built some constitutive laws for the reinforcement mechanism.
However, they could address only the major influence of rock bolts, grout
and its interaction between boundary. On the other hand, the model
produced by Cao can take the effect of the bolt shape on the rock bolt
behaviour into account, even though his method seems to be able to apply
to the only general shape of rock bolts such as a deformed reinforcing bar.
The aforementioned studies indicated that the supporting effect of
a fully grouted rock bolt is significantly influenced by the load transfer
capacity along the bolt-grout interface, and the load transfer capacity
depends on many factors, including the shear strength and mechanical
interlocking between the bolt and the bond material (Cao, 2012). In
addition to these influential factors, the debonding failure that occurs
along the interface between the rock bolt and the bond material is
considered as the most critical behaviour for the reinforcement effect of
the rock bolt. For example, Aydan (1989), Hyett et al. (1982) and Obara et
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al.2) concluded that the interface debonding failure was one of the most
important factors significantly affecting the reinforcement effect and
support capacity of a rock bolt system. However, there is still a lack of
comprehensive understanding on the detailed debonding process along
the boundary between the rock bolt and mortar. Furthermore, the crack
propagation into the bond material accompanied with the debonding
process is still not clear.

2.4. Research review (numerical simulation)
Besides experimental studies, numerical investigations on the
rock bolt system have been carried out by many researchers. Most of the
numerical studies were developed based on the continuum approach, i.e.
by incorporating the rock bolt element into the finite element method
(FEM) or the finite difference method (FDM). According to the previous
studies, the numerical modelling of rock bolts was strongly influenced by
the studies on a reinforcing bar in a concrete (Shafer, 1975; Plauk and
Hess, 1981; Noguchi 1981). In most of the numerical modelling of rock
bolts, a rock bolt was modelled by a truss element or a beam element,
which cannot accurately simulate the rock bolt behaviour installed in the
borehole. This is because that the interaction between the rock bolt and
the rock mass was reproduced only by the differences in the deformability
of both materials (i.e., a rock bolt and rock mass). John and Dillen (1983)
developed a new one-dimensional rock bolt element which can simulate
the debonding failure between the rock bolt and the ground by utilizing
the observation result of interface behavior observed from the laboratory
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tests. Yap and Rodger (1984) proposed a rock bolt model that considered
the effect of dilatancy. Aydan et al. (1985, 1989) proposed a model that
considered even the kinking and bending behaviour of a rock bolt. The
studies on rock bolt parameters (e.g., rib shape and rib space), which
probably have a significant impact on the reinforcing effect of a rock bolt
system, are rare in the literature. Li (2007) investigated the interaction
behaviour between a steel bolt and a bond material using the FEM.
However, the rock bolt interface behaviour is highly dependent on the rock
mass and rock block deformation; it is probably difficult to represent the
interface behaviour using continuum-based numerical methods as they
cannot accurately model the fractured rock mass and effectively model the
multiple crack propagation at the interface.
Recently, because of the significant improvement on the computer
processing, discontinuous numerical methods such as the discontinuous
element method (DEM), the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA)
and lattice model have been widely used in the field of rock mechanics.
For example, Shang et al. (2018) built a particle-based DEM model taking
account into the geometries of rock bridges and investigated the shear
behaviour of incipient rock joints as shown in Figure 2.25. Nie et al. (2014)
and He et al. (2017) proposed rock bolt models using DDA shown in Figure
2.26. The lattice model has been developed mainly in the field of concrete
engineering to simulate crack propagation into the concrete material
(Bolander and Saito, 1998). Recently, the lattice model has been applied
to the estimation of rock fracturing (Ning et al., 2017; Asahina et al., 2017;
Zhao and Xia, 2018). Other than these discontinuous numerical methods,
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even continuum-based numerical methods (e.g., FEM) are theoretically
applicable to simulate fracturing in intact rock. However, considerable
efforts are required for the meshing and re-meshing processes. To
overcome this problem, the conventional FEM has been improved using
the partition of unity. The new method is referred to as the extended finite
element method (XFEM) (Moes et al., 1999) and recently successfully
applied to the study on rock fracturing (Xie et al., 2016, 2017). Moreover,
these newly developed computational methods can be used even for 3D
analysis.

Figure 2.25 Crack initiation, propagation and coalescence of an
incipient joint with DEM (Shang et al., 2018)
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Figure 2.26 Pull-out simulation with DDA
(He et al., 2017)

Figure 2.27 Lattice model of Brazilian tension test
(Ning et al., 2017)
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Figure 2.28 Numerical simulation results of flaw inclination angle 45°
(Xie et al., 2016)

As described above, the rock bolt had been mainly modelled using
FEM or FDM. However, these continuum based numerical simulation
methods probably are not be able to reproduce the interface behaviour
precisely, as it is difficult to simulate the crack initiation in the bond
material and evaluate the influence of the crack propagation on the
supporting effect of the rock bolt. Even though the dis-continuum based
methods become frequently used for modelling the rock fracture, there is
still a lack of numerical simulation model which can simulate the
interface bahaviour between the rock bolt and the bond material
accurately.
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2.5. Rock bolt under severe geological conditions
Over the last few decades, conventional tunnelling methods (i.e.
the new Austrian tunnelling method, the drill and blasting tunnelling
method) have been frequently used in the construction of tunnels/caverns
under the severe geological conditions (e.g., high overburden, extremely
shallow tunnel cover, unsymmetrical earth pressure/anisotropic stress
condition and large cross-section). As a result, the role of tunnel support
(i.e., rock bolt, steel set and sprayed concrete) has become more critical.
Furthermore, in the case of tunneling under the extremely high
overburden, it is necessary to select appropriate tunnel supports to
prevent significant rock deformation caused by the rock burst or
squeezing (Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30).
Severe rock bursts can be observed when tunnels are excavated in
hard rocks under the huge overburden (e.g., more than 1000 m depth),
and rock bursts can be classified into three categories. The first category
is referred to as ‘strain burst’. When hard and massive rocks are excavated,
the strain burst may occur because of the significant increase of the
tangential stress around the excavated tunnel. The other two types of rock
bursts are referred to as ‘Fault-slip strain burst’ and ‘Fault-slip rock burst’,
which may be induced by the seismic waves as the fault may slip near the
tunnel cutting faces. The fault-slip is typically generated because of the
radial stress reduction after the tunnel excavation (Li, 2018).
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Figure 2.29 Support system damaged by rock burst
(Kaiser and Cai, 2013)

Figure 2.30 Sheared-off steel arch by squeezing behaviour
(Rehbock and Jesel, 2018)
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As defined by ISRM, the squeezing is defined as the large timedependent deformation, mainly associated with creep which exceeds the
shear strength of the rock mass (Barla, 1995), and the squeezing
phenomenon can be observed especially during the tunnel excavation in
the weak and soft ground (e.g., fault fracture zone) under high in-situ
stress conditions. The weak rock around the excavated tunnel cannot
resist the increased tangential stress, and the yielding zone is developed
significantly, whereby the surrounding rock moves inward to the tunnel.
The amount of convergence and the extent of yielding zone are
dependent on the ground conditions and in-situ stress conditions (Aydan
et al., 1993; Barla, 2001). Both the rock burst and the squeezing
phenomenon are the two main challenges in the tunnel construction
which can result in significant delays in schedule and an increase in
project cost (Steiner, 1996).
In the conventional rock bolt design, the strength capacity is the
main consideration, and the rock bolts are expected to resist rigidly
against the loading and the displacement during/after the excavation.
However, in order to deal with the large deformation caused by the rock
burst or the squeezing, it is necessary to consider not only their strength
capacity but also their deformability. By allowing and controlling the
deformation of the ground, the ground pressure acting on the support
material such as rock bolts can be reduced, whereby the failure of support
materials can be prevented (Hoek, 2006).
In the deep mining where rock burst may be induced, several
energy-absorbing rock bolts (e.g., Cone bolt, Garford solid bolt, D Bolt),
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which have both the high loading capacity as well as the large
deformability, have been developed and applied successfully. Cone bolt is
the earliest energy-absorbing rock bolt developed in South Africa (Jager,
1992; Ortlepp 1992). As shown in Figure 2.31(a), the cone bolt consists of
a smooth steel bar with a flattened conical flaring forged on to the far end
(Li, 2014), and it can withstand significant rock mass deformation by
allowing the conically shaped anchor moving and crashing the grouting
materials such as the mortar and the resin (Figure 2.31(b)). Garford solid
bolt developed in Australia is comprised of a smooth steel bar, unique
engineered anchor and steel sleeve at the far end of rock bolt (Varden et
al., 2008; Li, 2014) as shown in Figure 2.32(a), where the inner diameter
of the anchor is smaller than the diameter of the bar inside the sleeve.
Once the rock deforms, the bar starts to extrude through the inside hole
of the anchor, whereby it can absorb the enormous energy due to rock
dilation (Figure 2.32(b)). D bolt developed in Norway consists of the
smooth steel bar and multiple anchors as shown in Figure 2.33, which has
been used in the field of deep mining in order to prevent the tunnel from
collapsing because of the rock burst. D bolt can achieve both high loading
capacity and deformability by the elongation of the steel bar between
anchors (Li, 2010 and 2014).
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(a) Photo of the cone bolt

(b) Supporting mechanism of the cone bolt
Figure 2.31 Cone bolt and supporting mechanism
(Li et al., 2014)

(a) Photo of the Garford solid bolt

(b) Supporting mechanism of the Garford solid bolt
Figure 2.32 Garford solid bolt and supporting mechanism
(Li et al., 2014)
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Figure 2.33 D bolt and supporting mechanism
(Li, 2010)

Meanwhile, for the countermeasure against the squeezing ground,
several yielding supports have been developed, such as the yielding steel
set with a sliding mechanism as shown in Figure 2.34 (Barla, 2001; Hoek,
2006). For the sprayed concrete, the high deformable concrete which
contains many glass beads and steel fibre as shown in Figure 2.35 (Arno
et al., 2006) and the lining stress controller (LSC) which consists of
multiple steel pipes in a concentric assembly (Schubert and Moritz, 1998)
have been applied (Figure 2.36), in order to prevent brittle failure in the
steel set and sprayed concrete. For the rock bolting system,
abovementioned cone bolts and D bolts have also been employed to deal
with squeezing deformation in the field of deep mining (Li, 2011). However,
in civil engineering tunnels, the fully grouted rock bolts are still widely
used even under the severe squeezing conditions as shown in Figure 2.37
(Fabbri, 2004), due to the requirement of the ultimate displacement of the
tunnel wall as well as the final tunnel shape. In fact, as it is evident from
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the load-displacement curves of cone bolts and D bolts (Li, 2014), these
rock bolts can follow the rock movements to avoid the sudden tunnel
collapse, but they are not designed to control the ultimate tunnel
deformation. Hence, these rock bolts have not been widely used in civil
engineering tunnels. Li (2017) concluded that the current rock bolting
system for the squeezing behaviour in civil engineering tunnels has the
incompatible problem, i.e. the ductile supports are applied only to the steel
set and the sprayed concrete, and non-ductile supports are used for rock
bolt. So there is a need to develop a type of energy-absorbing rock bolts
with ductile characteristics.

(a) Assembly of a sliding joint

(b) Cross section detail

Figure 2.34 TH profile with sliding connection
(Barla, 2001; Hoek, 2006)
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(a) Deformable lining with the hiDCon

(b) Detail of installed hiDCon-elements
Figure 2.35 High deformable concrete (hiDCon)
(Arno et al., 2006)
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(a) A row of LSCs installed in a slot

(b) Cross section detail

in the shotcrete
Figure 2.36 Lining stress controller (LSC)
(Schubert and Moritz, 1998)

Figure 2.37 Yielding supports in Gotthard tunnel
(Davide, 2004)
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As explained above, the energy-absorbing rock bolts are currently
used in the deep mining as one of the countermeasure against the rock
burst or squeezing. However, when it comes to using them in the civil
engineering tunnel (e.g., transportation tunnel), it is necessary to pay
more attention to the ultimate tunnel wall displacement and final tunnel
shape. Therefore, it will be very meaningful to develop a new type of
energy-absorbing rock bolt which can not only withstand large
deformation but also control the final displacement.

2.6. Summary
From the result of literature review, the following three research gaps
can be obtained. This study was mainly conducted in order to solve these
research gaps.

-According to the previous studies based on the laboratory tests, the
interface debonding failure was one of the crucial factors affecting the
supporting effect of rock bolts. Several experimental studies have been
conducted, however, there is still a lack of comprehensive understanding
on the detailed debonding process along the boundary between the rock
bolt and mortar. Furthermore, the crack propagation into the bond
material accompanied with the debonding process is still not clear.

- According to the previous studies based on the numerical simulation, the
rock bolt had been mainly modelled using FEM or FDM. However, it is
not easy to reproduce the interface behaviour between the bolt and the
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bond material with these continuum based numerical methods. In
addition, it is more challenging to simulate the crack distribution and the
accurate rock bolt behaviour after the crack initiation. Recently, the discontinuum based methods are frequently used for modelling the rock
joints and fracture. However, there is still a lack of accurate numerical
simulation model which can simulate the interface bahaviour between the
rock bolt and the bond material.

-In the deep mining, in order to cope with large deformation caused by the
rock burst or squeezing, the energy-absorbing rock bolts are currently
used. However, they are not employed in the civil engineering tunnel (e.g.,
transportation tunnel). This is probably because the ultimate tunnel wall
displacement and final tunnel shape have to be paid attention to more
than mining tunnels. Thus, a new type of energy-absorbing rock bolt,
which can not only withstand large deformation but also control the final
displacement, will be useful for the countermeasure against squeezing
behaviour especially in the civil engineering field.
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Chapter 3
Debonding process of the interface between
rock bolts and bond material

Pull-out tests are commonly utilised for verifying the performance of
rock bolts. When the pull-out test is carried out, the rock bolt is installed
into the borehole drilled in the artificial rock or the steel pipe which
simulates the borehole, and fixed with the mortar or the resin. From
results of pull-out tests, the load bearing capacity and the deformability
of rock bolts can be estimated. However, it is challenging to evaluate the
interaction between the rock bolt and bond material such as the mortar
and resin, and it is also difficult to observe the failure mode of the bond
material. Both the interaction and failure mode strongly influence the
load bearing capacity and the deformability of rock bolts. Therefore,
Obara et al.(2002) utilised X-ray CT scan and Hyett et al.(1992) cut off the
test pieces for analysing the particular mortar behaviour such as the crack
initiation and propagation into the mortar. However, their observation
methods enable us to observe test pieces only after pull-out tests have
been finished, so there is little information available on the inspection
results during pull-out tests. For this reason, Aydan (1989) employed
several shear tests which simply simulated the rock bolt and the mortar,
and observed detailed crack occurrence during shear tests. In his study,
he dealt with the differences in shear behaviour caused by the confining
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pressure and interval of rock bolt ribs. In this study, the effects of key rock
bolt parameters (i.e., with/without rib, rib angle, mortar strength,
confining pressure) on the interface behaviour and load capacity were
investigated. The results of load – displacement curves and crack
propagation obtained from laboratory tests can be utilised for the
confirmation of the reliability of numerical simulations, which will be
described in the next chapter. These shear test results can also contribute
to better understand the reinforcing mechanism of rock bolting.

3.1. Outline of shear test
3.1.1. Shear test equipment
The shear test equipment employed in this study was originally
developed to determine the shear strength parameters for rock joints. This
experimental setup was prepared by ROCTEST and referred to as the
portable shear box (PHI – 10). This portable shear box enables us to
measure shear strength of rock samples or boring core samples whose
diameters are less than 115 mm (or 4.5 inch). The main feature of this
equipment is its normal load application system. This system is
integrated with the pressure maintainer equipment which can keep the
normal stress constant during shear tests, thereby preventing the rock
sample from rotating even though the normal load is relatively small.
Figure 3.1 shows the overall view of the portable shear box. The main
composition of this equipment is briefly described as follows.
Figure 3.2

shows the longitudinal view of portable shear box assembly.

The shape inside the shear box is cylindrical form. This shear box is
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designed to apply the shear force to the exact shear plane of the test piece,
and the position of the shear plane is controlled well and confirmed
correctly. Figure 3.3 shows the pressure maintainer on normal load
application system, to keep the pressure constant through shear tests.
Before placing test pieces into the shear box, they are mounted with
cement or other materials like gypsum. The mould where the test pieces
are installed is comprised of two identical shaped forms and the locating
clamp which can prevent test pieces from being out of position. Figure 3.4
shows the test sample mounted in the mould and Figure 3.5 shows the
test sample held with the locating clamp. The frames are made of
aluminium, and their side surfaces are composed of clear acrylic plastic
so that the shear plane can be adjusted accurately.
Further details of specifications for the portable shear box, displacement
transducer and pressure transducer are given in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Overall view of the portable shear box (PHI – 10)

Figure 3.2 Longitudinal view of portable shear box assembly
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Figure 3.3 Pressure maintainer on normal load application system
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Figure 3.4 Test sample mounted in its mould

Figure 3.5 Test sample held with the locating clamp
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Table 3.1 Specifications for the portable shear box, displacement
transducer and pressure transducer
Type
Hydraulic pump
Horizontal
hydraulic
ram
Portable
shear
box

Vertical
hydraulic
ram
Pressure
maintainer
Type
Vertical
displacement

Displacement
transducer

Type
Horizontal
displacement

Type
Vertical
pressure
Pressure
transducer

Type
Horizontal
pressure

PHI-10 （ROCKTEST)
Capacity
0-68,940
Capacity
89
Working force
44.5
Piston area
14.43
Working pressure
30,830
Pressure gauge
0-35,000
Capacity
133.5
Working force
44.5
Piston area
20.26
Working pressure
21,950
Pressure gauge
0-35,000
Area ratio
27.04
Working pressure
811.8
Pressure gauge
0-1,100

kPa
kN
kN
cm2
kPa
kPa
kN
kN
cm2
kPa
kPa
kPa
kPa

CDP-10 （Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd.)
Capacity
10
mm
5mv±0.1%
Rated output
(10000×10-6
Strain±0.1%)
Sensitivity
1000
×10-6Strain/mm
CDP-25 （Tokyo Sokki Kenkyujo Co., Ltd.)
Capacity
25
mm
6.25mv±0.1%
Rated output
(12500×10-6
Strain±0.1%)
Sensitivity
500
×10-6 Strain /mm
PGA-500KA（Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd.）
Capacity
50
MPa
2mv±0.1%
Rated output
(4000×10-6
Strain±0.1%)
PGA-500KA（Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd.）
Capacity
50
MPa
2mv±0.1%
Rated output
(4000×10-6
Strain±0.1%)
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3.1.2. Preparation for shear tests
First of all, the mould for fixing the test piece was built to create the test
piece. Next, the test piece was set in the mould. At this time, the shear
plane must be parallel to the direction of shear loading. In our test, the
test piece was comprised of the steel part and mortar part which were
simply to simulate the rock bolt and bond material. Therefore, the shear
plane was the boundary between the steel and the mortar. After setting
the test piece into the mould, gypsum which was to hold on the test piece
was cast into this mould. After gypsum had been fixed, the mould was
removed. Finally, the test piece with hardened gypsum was installed into
the portable shear box. Figure 3.6 shows the preparation workflow.

3.1.3. Shear test procedure
Firstly, the confining pressure which corresponds to the vertical stress
was kept constant. During the tests, the shear displacement, which was
defined as the horizontal movement of the steel part, and shear force,
which was defined as the horizontal loading on the steel part, were
measured using a displacement metre and pressure gauge. The rate of
shear loading was approximately 0.1 mm/s, and the confining pressure
was varied between 2.0 MPa and 6.0 MPa. During the shear test, the crack
initiation and propagation inside the mortar were observed in detail by
incorporating a compact camera, which was installed in front of the test
sample as shown in Figure 3.7. The schematic view of the shear test is
shown in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.6 Flow of preparation works
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Light

Compact Camera
Figure 3.7 Shear test equipment

Figure 3.8 Schematic view of the shear test

3.2. Shear test cases
As described earlier, the fully grouted rock bolt was assumed as the
simplified model shown in Figure 3.9. The test samples had three ribs in
each steel block. The interval length between the ribs was 17.8 mm, and
the rib height was 2 mm, which are the same as the specifications of
typical rock bolts in Japan. The mortar height was 12mm.
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Mortar

Steel Block

Figure 3.9 Image of simplified rock bolt model (Upper right: Rib
angle=30°, Lower left=60°, Lower right=90°)

When the rock bolt whose diameter is 26 mm is installed into the borehole
(Diameter = 50mm), the mortar length can be expressed as the following;

(50𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 26𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)⁄2 = 12𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

(3.1)

Table 3.2 shows laboratory test cases, and in total twelve tests
were carried out with three main parameters: rib angle 0° (i.e., without
ribs), 30°, 60°, 90° , a mortar strength of 10 MPa and 30 MPa and a
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confining pressure of 2 MPa, 4 MPa and 6 MPa. The mortar strength of
10 MPa is the average strength of the mortar after 24 hours curing. For
the confining pressure, the research result by Aydan et al. (1995) was
taken into account. They suggested estimating the effective confining
pressure acting on the rock bolt in tunnel excavation sites as shown in
Figure 3.10.

Table 3.2 Laboratory test cases
Rib angle

Mortar strength

Confining

(deg)

(MPa)

pressure (MPa)

01

0

10

2.0

02

0

10

4.0

03

0

10

6.0

04

30

10

2.0

05

60

10

2.0

06

90

10

2.0

07

30

10

4.0

08

60

10

4.0

09

90

10

4.0

10

30

30

2.0

11

60

30

2.0

12

90

30

2.0

Case No.
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Figure 3.10 Estimation model of interface shear strength in boreholes
(Aydan et al., 1995)

In fact, since the effective confining pressure acting on the rock
bolt is related to the rock deformation modulus, Aydan et al.(1995)
revealed that the effective confining pressure could be derived from the
mathematical expression with the shear test results and the radial
response of the surrounding medium around the borehole. For example,
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in the case of 45° of the rib angle, the effective confining pressure can be
written as:

ℎ

𝐸𝐸

𝜂𝜂ℎ

𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛 = 𝜂𝜂 �−1 + �1+𝜈𝜈 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 �

(3.2)

where ℎ is the height of each rib = 0.002 m, 𝜈𝜈 is Poisson ratio = 0.25, 𝜂𝜂

is the sealing value for changing the unit = 0.001, 𝐿𝐿 is the interval length
of each rib = 0.0178 m and 𝑎𝑎 is the diameter of the borehole = 0.05 m.

From Eq. (3.2), the relationship between the effective confining

pressure and rock deformation modulus can be obtained shown in Figure
3.11. Since the upper limit of typical rock deformation modulus can be
considered as 10 GPa, the confining pressure for the shear tests was set
between 2 MPa and 6 MPa.

Figure 3.11 The relationship between the effective confining pressure
and rock deformation modulus
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3.3. Shear test results
3.3.1. Comparison of crack distribution
Figure 3.12 shows the photos taken at the end of the shear tests
under a confining pressure of 2.0 MPa. As can be observed from the photo,
there were no major cracks in the mortar for the case of rock bolt without
ribs during the shear tests. On the other hand, some cracks were observed
in the mortar for tock bolts with ribs. Depending on the mortar strength,
different crack patterns were observed for the rock bolts with ribs. In
order to observe the different crack patterns carefully, the digital particle
image velocimetry (DPIV) method and the high resolution 3D surface
scanner were utilised for the observations. A brief introduction of both
methods is presented here.

Figure 3.12 Photos after shear tests without ribs under a confining
pressure of 2.0 MPa
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Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV)
Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) is non-intrusive velocity
measurement method developed to visualize the flow mapping
quantitatively and qualitatively. This technic has been also applied in the
field of geotechnical engineering (White et al., 2003). In this research,
GUI-based open-source tool (Thielicke and Stamhuis, 2014) was employed
to analyze the mortar behaviour in detail during the shear tests.
Fundamental analysis procedure is as follows: i) divide the photo (t = t1)
into small patches; ii) cross-correlate these small patches (t = t1) with the
photo taken after certain time (t = t2); iii) The highest peak in the
correlation result indicates the displacement vector of these small area
(Figure 3.13). The cross-correlation is a kind of statistical pattern
matching method. By applying this method, the most probable
displacement vector between the two photos can be estimated.

Figure 3.13 Image manipulation during PIV analysis (White et al., 2003)
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High resolution 3D surface scanner
In order to observe the test samples in particular the mortar
surface after shear tests, the software David laser scanner was utilised.
This software can produce a detailed three-dimensional model of scanned
object by using a general web camera and a laser pointer as shown in
Figure 3.14 (Winkelbach et al., 2006). Recently, by replacing laser pointer
to a projector light, better results can be obtained more quickly. In the
latest system, the various light patterns, which consist of horizontal and
vertical with different width strips, are projected to a scanned object. By
capturing the distorted light patterns with the camera, three-dimensional
coordinates can be calculated. The accuracy of this scanning method is up
to 2 % of a scanned object (Novak et al., 2014), and moreover previous
studies concluded that its resolution was between 0.06 mm and 0.8 mm
(Friess, 2012).

Figure 3.14 Measurement conceptual image with a camera and laser
pointer (Winkelbach et al., 2006)
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Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the shear test results, in which
the DPIV results, the 3D scanning results, the photos taken when the
horizontal displacement was 2.0 mm. Figure 3.15 are results for the lowstrength mortar (10 MPa), and Figure 3.16 are the results for the highstrength mortar (30 MPa).
First, DPIV analyses are conducted using the photos taken just
after the crack initiation. In the case of low-strength mortar, only small
amount of mortar between ribs moves to the shearing direction. On the
other hand, the result with high-strength mortar shows that the upper
mortar also moves to the right direction. From these results, two areas,
one area with large displacement vector, and the other area with small
displacement vector can be identified. The difference of the displacement
vectors indicates that cracks are initiated at the boundary which divided
the mortar into two areas. Second, the 3D surfaces were scanned using a
camera and projector after the mortars were removed from the test
samples. From the scanned result with low-strength mortar, there are no
visible cracks in the mortar, and the scanned surface is found to be almost
flat except the boundary between the steel and mortar (shown as blue line).
On the other hand, the scanned result with high-strength mortar shows
the uneven surface which is comprised of several undulated lines (shown
as dash line). By observing the location and angle of these undulated lines,
it is found that they start from the edge of each rib and their angle is
ranged from 20° and 30°. Moreover, these undulated lines are almost
matching the boundary observed by DPIV analysis.
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(a) DPIV result

(b) 3D scanning result

(c) Photo (Displacement = 2.0 mm)
Figure 3.15 Detailed observation results with Low-strength mortar (UCS
= 10 MPa)
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(d) DPIV result

(e) 3D scanning result

Figure 3.16 Detailed observation results with High-strength mortar
(UCS = 30 MPa)
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In summary, in the case of low-strength mortar, low angle cracks
(0 - 10°) are generated from the edge of the ribs, and the mortar is sheared
horizontally. In contrast, in the case of high-strength mortar, the mortar
is failed brittlely, and horizontal shear cracks as well as inclined cracks
(20-30°) are observed. In terms of the crack distribution, the influence of
the rib angle (30°, 60°, 90°) and confining pressure was not significant.

3.3.2. Comparison of load – displacement curve
Figure 3.17 shows the typical relationship between the shear
stress and horizontal displacement, which is referred to as the load–
displacement curve. For rock bolts without ribs, both the peak strength
and the residual strength became higher as the confining pressure was
increased. Figure 3.18 shows the initial cohesion “ci” and internal friction
angle “φi” between the steel and mortar material. The residual cohesion
“cr” and residual friction angle “φr” were also obtained. From this figure,
“ci”, “φi”, “cr” and “φr” can be found as 0.5 MPa, 39.5°, 0.0 MPa and 31.3°
respectively. These values form the basic material parameters for DDA
simulations. On the other hand, the shear stiffness, which is defined as
the ratio of the peak shear strength to the horizontal displacement, was
not significantly affected by the confining pressure.
Three different sets of test conditions were adopted for rock bolts
with ribs: a) different rib angles (30°, 60°, and 90°) under 2 MPa confining
pressure; b) different rib angles (30°, 60°, and 90°) under 4 MPa confining
pressure; and c) three cases of rock bolts with ribs and a high strength
mortar (30 MPa). The key observations based on Figure 3.17 are as follows.
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Figure 3.17 Load – displacement curve (Laboratory tests)
(RA=Rib angle, MS=Mortar strength, CP=Confining pressure)
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𝜏𝜏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 0.454 + 0.824 𝜎𝜎𝑛𝑛
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Figure 3.18 Relationship between shear stress and normal stress

With / without ribs
As shown in Figure 3.17(a), the shear stress of the rock bolt
without ribs increased linearly until the peak strength. In other words,
the shear stiffness was found to be constant. Meanwhile, the curves for
the rock bolts with ribs showed that the shear stiffness slightly decreased
as the shear stress came close to the peak strength, as shown in Figure
3.17(b). In the case of the rock bolts without ribs, the sliding behaviour
merely occurred along the boundary between the rock bolt and the mortar.
On the other hand, in the case of the rock bolt with ribs, the result was
influenced by the deformability of the bond material because each rock
bolt rib was interlocked with the mortar during the shear tests.
In addition, different post failure modes after the peak strength
can be confirmed. As shown in Figure 3.17(a) and (b), the shear stress
without ribs reached the residual value earlier than those with ribs. This
can be explained by the observations, which showed that each rib
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continued to provide an interlock with the mortar, even after the peak
strength in the case of the rock bolts with ribs. In the case of the rock bolt
with ribs, it was observed that the number of cracks increased after the
peak, and the residual shear strength was finally obtained when
horizontal shear planes were formed between the ribs.

Influence of the rib angle
Although the impact of the rib angle on the peak strength was
insignificant, the shear stiffness with a 30° rib angle was slightly smaller
than the other angles regardless of the mortar strength (see Figure 3.17
(b) and (d)). During the laboratory tests, it was confirmed that the slip
behaviour along the front surface of each rib was triggered more easily as
the rib angle became lower. Due to this slip behaviour, a large horizontal
displacement was initiated, and the shear stiffness slightly decreased.
This interpretation can be proven by the results with a high confining
pressure shown in Figure 3.17(c). As the confining pressure increased, the
resulting variations with different rib angles were insignificant. In other
words, the effect of interlocking at the bolt rib–mortar boundary was
increased by the confining pressure, whereby the significant slip
behaviour was not observed, even in the case with a lower rib angle.

Influence of the confining pressure
In the case of the rock bolt without ribs, even though the confining
pressure was increased to 4 MPa, the shear stress increased linearly until
the peak strength, similar to the results obtained under a confining
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pressure of 2 MPa. Moreover, the shear stress also tended to decrease to
the residual value, similar to the results under 2 MPa of confining
pressure as shown in Figure 3.17(a). On the other hand, in the case of the
rock bolt with ribs, the shear stiffness decreased considerably when the
shear stress approached the peak strength. Additionally, the horizontal
displacement, when the shear stress reached its residual value, also
increased significantly, as shown in Figure 3.17(c). These observations
could be due to the effect of interlocking at the bolt rib–mortar boundary,
where a confining pressure strengthened the resistance of the mortar
against the movement of each rock bolt rib considerably before and after
the peak strength. As a result, the number of cracks in the mortar also
increased.
As can be seen clearly in the result of Case07, the shear stress
suddenly dropped just before reaching the residual strength. In fact,
during the laboratory tests, some rock bolts slid slightly within a very
short duration just after their peak strength. This sliding behaviour might
be dependent on how the cracks are distributed in the mortar after the
peak strength. Moreover, it was also observed that the shear stress started
to increase again, because the new cracks were initiated, and the crack
distribution was changed gradually, whereby the rock bolt rib interlocked
again with the mortar at the new bolt rib and mortar boundary.

Influence of the mortar strength
As described in the previous sections, in the case of the rock bolt
with ribs, the shear stiffness slightly decreased as the shear stress
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approached the peak (see Figure 3.17(b)). However, the results with the
high-strength mortar (UCS=30 MPa) showed that this trend became
insignificant, as shown in Figure 3.17(d). These differences can
undoubtedly prove that the decrease of shear stiffness was due to the
effect of the mortar deformability. In short, as the mortar strength
increased, its deformability decreased. Therefore, the mortar did not
deform significantly before it reached its peak strength, which was the
main reason why the shear stiffness did not change considerably in the
case of a high-strength mortar.
For the horizontal displacement generated after the peak, a
slightly larger displacement could be observed with the high-strength
mortar than the cases with the low-strength mortar. However, the impact
of the confining pressure was more significant. Meanwhile, in the case of
the high-strength mortar, the shear stress continued to gradually reduce,
even after the shear stress approached the residual strength, which may
be due to the differences in the crack distributions, as shown in Subsection
3.3.1. With the high-strength mortar, many inclined cracks were
generated. Therefore, after the peak, the mortar might have been
damaged considerably compared to the rock bolt with the low strength
mortar, creating a possibility for the damaged mortar to affect the residual
strength.

3.3.3. Further discussions
Figure 3.19 shows the extracted data from Figure 3.17 to better
compare the influence of the main rock bolt parameters (rib angle,
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confining pressure and mortar strength). As shown in Figure 3.19(a), the
effect of the rib angle was insignificant, as the crack initiation and mortar
failure pattern were not substantially affected by the different rib angles.
On the other hand, the results of the shear tests were highly dependent
on the confining pressure and the mortar strength. Figure 3.19(b)
represents the impact of the confining pressure, which confirmed that
both the peak strength and residual strength increased as the confining
pressure became large. This effect was the same regardless of existence of
ribs. Figure 3.19(c) shows the influence of the mortar strength. When a
low-strength mortar was utilised, low angled cracks dominated.
Meanwhile, when a high-strength mortar was used, high angled cracks
ranging 20° and 30° were observed, which was consistent with previous
findings by Aydan (1989), and the mortar failed brittlely. These differences
in the mortar failure patterns were obviously caused by the mortar
strength. Therefore, it can be concluded that the reinforcing effect of the
rock bolt increases as the mortar strength increases. However, it is noted
that the residual strength decreased, possible reason is that the mortar
was damaged with the inclined cracks and failed brittlely before
horizontal shear cracks could dominate, whereby the ultimate residual
strength was slightly decreased.
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(a)Effect of rib angle

(b)Effect of confining pressure

(c)Effect of mortar strength
Figure 3.19 Influence of main rock bolt parameters
(RA=Rib angle, MS=Mortar strength, CP=Confining pressure)
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3.3.4. Summary of shear tests
Table 3.3 show the summary of these shear tests. The following
can be concluded from all shear test results.
Rock bolt without ribs
-

As the confining pressure increased, both the peak strength and
residual strength became high.

-

On the other hand, the shear stiffness was not affected so much
compared to the peak and residual strength.

-

From obtained test results, the boundary condition between the rock
bolt and mortar was calculated as follows;
- c𝑖𝑖 = 0.5 MPa and φ𝑖𝑖 = 39.5°

- c𝑟𝑟 = 0.0 MPa and 𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟 = 31.3°

Rock bolt with ribs
-

The peak strength and residual strength with steel ribs were
approximately 50% larger than those results without the rib.

-

At the same time, the shear stiffness was decreased.

-

Differences of the rib angle (30°, 60°, 90°) hardly influenced both the
load – displacement curve and crack penetration.

-

When the mortar strength was relatively high (30 MPa), inclined
cracks were generated, and the mortar was failed brittlely.

-

The peak strength and shear stiffness of high-strength mortar (30
MPa) was increased, while the residual strength was slightly
decreased.
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-

As the confining pressure was increased, the peak strength and
residual strength were also increased.

-

This effect of the confining pressure was similar to that of results
without ribs.

Table 3.3 Image of dominant mortar failure patterns under 2.0MPa
confining pressure
Parameters

Mortar Failure Pattern

0°
Rib Angle
30°
60°
90°
10MPa
Mortar
Strength

30MPa

:Crack
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3.4. Summary
3.4.1. Simplified rock bolt model without ribs
First, the results without ribs were found to be highly repeatable.
Second, these test results were highly dependent on the boundary
condition between the bolt and the bond material since no cracks were
observed inside the mortar, and also dependent on the increase of
confining pressure. By taking above results into account, differences in
mortar strength probably will not affect strongly.

3.4.2. Simplified rock bolt model with ribs
According to the results, differences of the rib angle (30°, 60°, 90°) did
not make a significant impact on the load – displacement curves. It is
concluded from experiment results that this is because the crack
occurrence and mortar failure patterns were not affected by the rib angle
substantially. On the other hand, it was observed that the mortar
behaviour is highly dependent on the mortar strength. When low-strength
mortar was utilised, low angled crack inclined at an angle of about 0° 10 ° was observed. This low angled crack is consistent with previous
findings by Aydan (1989). Meanwhile, when high-strength mortar was
used, high angled crack which is inclined at an angle ranging 20° and 30°
was observed, and also the mortar was failed brittlely. These differences
in mortar failure patterns were obviously caused by the mortar strength.
It is no wonder that the reinforcing effect of rock bolt increases as the
mortar strength becomes high. Actually, compared to results with lowstrength mortar, the peak strength and shear stiffness were improved.
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However, it is noteworthy that the residual strength of higher strength
mortar was slightly decreased, possibly because the mortar was damaged
with inclined cracks and failed brittlely before horizontal shear cracks
were dominant, whereby the ultimate residual strength was decreased.
These impacts of different crack patterns could be obtained by detailed
observation results during debonding process using image analysis and
3D scanning data. These findings influence strongly on energy absorbing
rock bolts since these rock bolts are expected to tolerate both large load
and ground movement even after peak strength. In addition, the
relationship between the rib shape and mortar strength becomes more
important in terms of mortar failure pattern, therefore it is recommended
that various parametric studies should be examined with the numerical
method which can simulate the crack propagation in detail.
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Chapter 4
Numerical modelling using discontinuous
deformation analysis

The purpose of this chapter is to analyse in detail on the interaction
between the rock bolt and the mortar, and the mortar behaviour during
shear tests using the discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) which is
one of dis-continuum based analysis methods. First, the shear tests were
simulated to verify the accuracy of the DDA numerical simulation model
by comparing the simulation results with laboratory tests. As a next step,
with the accurate DDA numerical simulation model, the effects of the
main rock bolt parameters (i.e., rib angle, rib height, rib space and rib
shape) on mortar-bolt interface behaviour were evaluated. These
parameters are difficult to consider in laboratory tests. To the best of the
author’s knowledge, no research has yet been carried out to find out the
support mechanism of rock bolting using the numerical methods which
can simulate the crack propagation and the behaviour after many cracks
have occurred in the bond material. This kind of study will contribute to
the better understanding on the supporting mechanism of rock bolts. In
the early part of this chapter, the background, features and application
examples of DDA were illustrated.
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4.1. Introduction to discontinuous deformation analysis
The DDA was originally developed by Shi (1988) to simulate the
mechanical behaviours of rock mass structure. Rock mass has many faults,
cracks and joints, thereby being representative discontinuous materials.
However, the DDA itself is a general–purpose numerical method, and it
can be utilised not only for rock mass structure but also for multiple
purposes including the contact or collision problems and behaviour of
granular materials. Therefore, the DDA method can be the suitable tool
for simulating shear test with the simplified rock bolt model, which was
described in Chapter 3 because many cracks occurred and penetrated into
the mortar material during shear tests.

4.1.1. History of discontinuous deformation analysis
The finite element method (FEM) has been a widely used numerical
analysis for simulating the behaviour of continuous materials. To conduct
the stability analysis of rock mass including discontinuities by using the
FEM, Goodman et al.(1968) firstly developed so-called “joint element”.
This joint element enabled the numerical model to represent rock
separation and sliding, and therefore was considered as the most
advanced numerical method. However, it was only available when
deformation was infinitesimal deformation. Consequently, it was found to
be insufficient to simulate rock mass behaviour after its failure since large
and rigid body deformation had to be taken into account. Hence various
kinds of methods were developed and proposed, but it has not been
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successful to evaluate the rock mass behaviour after the failure using the
FEM.
In such a situation, from the different point of view, the distinct
element method (DEM) was proposed by Cundall(1971). In this latest
numerical method, the block contact and collision were modelled with the
spring and dashpot, and Newton's second law was utilised. Calculation
method was simple and computation time was also quick, therefore the
DEM has been utilised for a variety of fields, and there is a commercially
produced code used among engineers. Furthermore, general-purpose code
using circular or sphere blocks have been developed successfully. However,
the uniqueness of solution cannot be ensured because of finite difference
methods and also the unclear definition on block contact points. For
example, as shown in Figure 4.1, it is hard to explain the theoretical
reasons for the relationship between the spring, dash pot and real
physical phenomenon, so the trial-and-error analysis becomes necessary.
Moreover, it becomes harder to obtain the stable solution as the motion of
blocks become faster.
The DDA was originally intended to identify the block movement
from multiple measurement results in the rock mass including
discontinuities, i.e. the so-called back analysis. The number of
measurement points is very few due to budget constraint generally.
Therefore the results of measurement displacements are not likely to
agree with those of numerical simulation especially when there are many
joints in rock mass. In such a case, DDA, which can build rock mass model
based on geological information and interpret the measurement results
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by taking into account the rock block movement, becomes the effective tool.
DDA can treat blocks as elastic materials and evaluate energy as a
quadratic expression by introducing penalty functions shown in Figure
4.2. By doing so, the degree of freedom is never changed, and energy
conservation law can be ensured. Hence, both the uniqueness of solution
and convergence can also be assured.

Figure 4.1 DEM(Cundall, 1971)

Figure 4.2 DDA (Shi, 1988)
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Figure 4.3 shows the classification for representative discontinuous
analyses which have been developed since about 50 years ago. From the
viewpoint of elastic theory, discontinuous analyses were classified under
the assumption of rigid body, infinitesimal and large deformation.
In the assumption of rigid body deformation, the structure never
deforms. By using this assumption, block theory was developed by
Goodman and Shi (1985). This method enables us to simulate the
possibility of block movement which is located on the rock slope or
excavation surface by processing mathematically the combination of
three-dimensionally distributed faults and joints. For instance, results
based on the block theory can be utilised for designing the falling rock
preventive countermeasure.
In the assumption of infinitesimal deformation, Goodman et al.
(1968) developed the joint element. The intact rock is modelled with finite
elements, and the discontinuous surface is made with joint elements in
his method. The generic name for these types of special elements is thin
layer element, and a variety types of thin layer elements have been
proposed after Goodman developed the joint element.
In the assumption of large deformation, Shi (1991) proposed
Manifold method in addition to the above mentioned DEM and DDA.
Manifold method shares features of both the FEM and the DDA.
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Figure 4.3 Classification for representative discontinuous analyses

4.1.2. Main characteristics of discontinuous deformation analysis
In the field of rock mechanics, the DDA has been recognised as a
useful method which enables to simulate large deformation and failure
behaviour of rock blocks both statically and dynamically. The DDA has
mainly following features.
- Similar to the FEM, the DDA utilises the “Principle of stationary
potential energy”, and therefore the uniqueness of solution can be
ensured.
- Strains, rigid body displacement and rigid body rotation, which can be
defined at the centre of gravity in the arbitrary individual rock block,
are treated as unknown variables. Then, by assuming strain is
constant in each block, simultaneous linear equations are formed and
solved.
- By inputting respective block geometry, loading condition, material
properties, stiffness and strength parameters at block interfaces, and
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also by preventing one block from penetrating other blocks using
penalty method at block interfaces, the stress, strain, displacement
and sliding of all blocks can be calculated.
- The excavation is simulated step-by-step with small time increment,
and it becomes easier to introduce the nonlinear constitutive law to each
block.
Main features of DDA are to conduct the large deformation analysis of
both elastic and nonlinear material. The derivation of the equation based
on a complete kinematic theory, their numerical processing, the precise
mechanism of energy loss and establishment of exact equilibrium
equations between each block, are also considered as the essential
characteristics. A brief introduction of the DDA theory is presented in the
subsection.
In the DDA model, the displacements at any point(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)inside a block

are represented as follows:

𝑢𝑢0
𝑣𝑣0
(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦0 )⁄2 ⎛ 𝑟𝑟0 ⎞
𝑢𝑢
0
1 0 −(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦0 ) (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 )
� �=�
⎜ 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 ⎟
⎟
(𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦0 ) (𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 )⁄2� ⎜
𝑣𝑣
(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥0 )
0 1
0
𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦
⎝𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 ⎠

(4.1)

where (𝑢𝑢0 , 𝑣𝑣0 ) is the rigid body translation at a specific point (𝑥𝑥0 , 𝑦𝑦0 )

within the block, 𝑟𝑟0 is the rotation angle of the block with respect to
(𝑥𝑥0 , 𝑦𝑦0 ), 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 and 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦 are the normal strains in 𝑥𝑥 and 𝑦𝑦 directions,
respectively, and 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the shear strain.
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Writing Eq. (4.1) in a generalised form, Eq. (4.2) can be obtained.
𝑑𝑑1𝑖𝑖
⎧𝑑𝑑 ⎫
⎪ 2𝑖𝑖 ⎪
𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡11 𝑡𝑡12 𝑡𝑡13 𝑡𝑡14 𝑡𝑡15 𝑡𝑡16 𝑑𝑑3𝑖𝑖
�𝑣𝑣 � = �𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡 �
𝑖𝑖
21 22 23 24 25 26 ⎨𝑑𝑑4𝑖𝑖 ⎬
⎪𝑑𝑑5𝑖𝑖 ⎪
⎩𝑑𝑑6𝑖𝑖 ⎭
or

[𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 ] = [𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 ]{𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 }

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

For a system with n blocks, the simultaneous equilibrium equations have
the following form (Shi, 1988):

𝐾𝐾11
𝐾𝐾
� 21
⋮
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛1

𝐾𝐾12
𝐾𝐾22
⋮
𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛2

… 𝐾𝐾1𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝐷1
𝐹𝐹1
𝐹𝐹
… 𝐾𝐾2𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝐷2
� � � = � 2�
⋱
⋮
⋮
⋮
… 𝐾𝐾𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 𝐷𝐷𝑛𝑛
𝐹𝐹𝑛𝑛
or �𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �{𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 } = [𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 ]

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

where 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (i ≠ j) is a 6 × 6 sub-matrix, representing the contacts

between blocks i and j, 𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (i = j) is the block material stiffness matrix,

𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 and 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 are 6 × 1 sub-matrices where 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 represents the deformation
variables �𝑢𝑢0 , 𝑣𝑣0 , 𝑟𝑟0 , 𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥 , 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦 , 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 � and 𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖 represents the loading on
block i distributed to the six deformation variables.

4.1.3. Application of discontinuous deformation analysis
DDA has broad utility. Therefore it can be applied to a wide range
of fields. For example, not only rock mechanics but also the contact
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problem of machine components like a gear, collision of materials,
dynamic motion, granular material flow can be simulated using DDA. In
this subsection, several application results are illustrated. Figure 4.4
shows that failure of a Brazilian disc with an initial hole by DDA and
experiment (Zhao et al., 2013). This result demonstrated that crack length,
width and angle observed with the numerical simulation were consistent
with those of the laboratory test. Figure 4.5 shows the simulation result
of rock cavern excavating in the rock mass with two joint sets and the
fault. According to this result, the rock block near the left wall of the
cavern was falling out toward to the tunnel after the excavation. Thus, it
is known that DDA enables us to evaluate the behaviour of discontinuity
like rock joints precisely.

Figure 4.4 Failure of a Brazilian disc with an initial hole
by DDA (Left) and experiment (Right)
(Zhao et al., 2013)
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Stress contour

Time history curve
Figure 4.5 Simulation result of rock cavern excavating in rock mass
with two joint sets and the fault
(Zhao et al., 2013)
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4.2. Numerical simulation of shear tests
4.2.1. Simulation model
First of all, the results of laboratory shear tests which were
described in Chapter 3 were simulated. In this section, the simulation
results of crack propagation and load-displacement curve have been
evaluated in comparison with those test results. Figure 4.6 shows the
simulation mesh for the DDA model. The simulation mesh is comprised
the mortar model and the rock bolt model. The vertical displacement of
rock bolt is fixed at the bottom, and the shear test can be reproduced by
loading the force horizontally at the right edge of the rock bolt. Meanwhile,
the confining pressure is loaded at the top of rock model. Properties of the
rock bolt and the mortar are summarised in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2,
respectively. Two types of mortar, low-strength mortar (UCS = 10 MPa)
and high-strength mortar (UCS = 30 MPa) were assumed and their
properties were decided using tri-axial test results (see Figure 4.7),
splitting tensile test results and past literatures (Lim et al., 1998;
Kiyohara et al., 1999; STC, 2002; JSCE, 2010). The rock bolt properties
were referred to design values established by Japan Railway Construction,
Transport and Technology Agency. In the 2D DDA model, the mortar was
modelled by sub-blocks (Ning et al., 2011). The number of blocks in the
mesh was between 2000 and 2500, and the average block size in the
mortar was approximately 1.0 mm2. The boundaries between sub-blocks
were called ‘artiﬁcial joints’ assigning with friction angle φ, cohesion c and
tensile strength σt. By the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria with a tension
cut oﬀ (see Figure 4.8), fracturing might occur along the pre-set artiﬁcial
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joints between blocks. Then, the corresponding joint strength was
changed to the residual friction angle φ' and residual cohesion c’, while
tensile strength was set to zero.

Simulated model without rib

Simulated model with ribs
Figure 4.6 Simulation mesh by DDA

Figure 4.7 Tri-axial test results (left: UCS=30MPa, right: UCS=10MPa)
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Table 4.1 Input data for rock bolt
Material

Rock bolt

Parameter

Value

Unit weight (kN/m3)

78

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

200
0.3

Friction angle (°)
35 /30
(Initial / residual)
Rock bolt/mortar boundary
Cohesion (MPa)
0.5 / 0.0
(Initial / residual)

Table 4.2 Input data for mortar model
Material

Parameter

Value

Unit weight (kN/m3)

23

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

3.4
0.2

Friction angle (deg)
37.5 /40

Mortar
(Initial / residual)
(Low strength: UCS=10MPa)
Cohesion (MPa)

4.5 / 1.25
(Initial / residual)
Tensile strength (MPa)
1.7 / 0.0
(Initial / residual)
Unit weight (kN/m3)
Young’s modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

23
7.3
0.2

Friction angle (deg)
38.5 / 42.5

Mortar
(Initial / residual)
(High strength: UCS=30MPa)
Cohesion (MPa)

9.5 / 3.0
(Initial / residual)
Tensile strength (MPa)
1.8 / 0.0
(Initial / residual)
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Figure 4.8 Mohr-Coulomb criterion with a tension cut off in DDA

4.2.2. Simulation cases
Table 4.3 shows DDA simulation cases which were carried out in
order to reproduce the results of shear tests. In this section, the effect of
the confining pressure on the simulation results for bolt without rib and
the effect of the mortar strength on the simulation results for bolt with
ribs were mainly discussed. The mortar strength was found to be one of
the most crucial parameters which affected crack distribution in the
mortar in the case of bolt with ribs. After the validation of the DDA model
by comparing with the experiment in this section, the effect of the rock
bolt configurations (i.e., rib angle, rib height, rib space and rib shape) will
be studied in the next section.
Table 4.3 DDA simulation cases
Case No.

Rib angle(°)

Mortar

Confining

strength(MPa)

Pressure(MPa)

Case 01

0

30

2.0

Case 02

0

30

4.0

Case 03

0

30

6.0

Case 04

60

10

2.0

Case 05

60

30

2.0
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4.2.3. Numerical Simulation results
Rock bolt without ribs
Before conducting the numerical simulation, sensitivity analyses
for critical DDA parameters such as step time, displacement ratio and
spring value were carried out. The spring value represents the normal
stiffness value in contact. The dimension of spring stiffness in DDA is N/m.
In all simulations, the ratio of the normal stiffness to horizontal stiffness
was set to 2.5.
According to results of sensitivity analyses, when step time was
ranged from 0.00001 to 0.001s, the influence was insignificant. Similarly,
when displacement ratio was varied from 0.00005 to 0.005, the effect was
also trivial. On the other hand, as can be seen from Figure 4.9, it could be
confirmed that the load – displacement curve, especially shear stiffness
before the peak strength, was strongly dependent on spring value.
Therefore spring value is found to be an essential parameter that affects
the accuracy of the simulation.
In the following simulation results, the suitable spring value,
which was selected based on the sensitivity analyses, was employed.
Figure 4.10 shows the DDA results without ribs after the shearing
simulation (SS=30). To allow an accurate comparison of results, the
picture of the test piece which was taken after the shear test was also
illustrated. According to this photo, no cracks were observed in the mortar
during the laboratory test. As a result, it could be found in the previous
chapter that all of the test pieces were sheared along the boundary
between the rock bolt and the mortar. For the DDA results, there were
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also no cracks in the mortar model at all. Consequently, the DDA results
without ribs are found to be consistent with results of laboratory tests.
Figure 4.11 shows the load – displacement curve obtained from
numerical simulations and the peak strength, residual strength,
horizontal displacement at the peak and shear stiffness are summarised
in Table 4.4. To compare with experimental results, the graph and values
obtained from the laboratory tests were also described respectively. From
these results, it was understood that the peak strength and residual
strength increase with the increase of the confining pressure. This
tendency is consistent well with the results obtained from laboratory tests.

Rock bolt with ribs
Simulations of the low-strength and high-strength mortars
produced different results. During the laboratory tests, the mortar
strength had a significant impact on both the crack distribution and load–
displacement curve. Figure 4.12 shows the horizontal stress (σxx) and
crack distributions, where the left side of the figure represents the results
with the low-strength mortar, and the right side of the figure describes
the results with the high-strength mortar. Figure 4.13 illustrates the
load–displacement curves obtained from the DDA simulations (SS=300),
with three important points (i), (ii), (iii) depicted. These three points
correspond directly to the points (i), (ii), (iii) in Figure 4.12. It can be seen
that point (i) is where the two load-displacement curves in Figure 4.13
started to diverge; point (ii) corresponds to the peak shear strength; and
point (iii) is where horizontal displacement of rock bolt reached 2.5 mm
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after the peak. As observed from the laboratory tests, when the lowstrength mortar was employed, the horizontal cracks dominated. On the
other hand, when the

Shear stress (MPa)

6

SS=3000
SS=300
SS=30
SS : Spring Stiffness

4

2

0

0

0.2

0.4

Horizontal displacement (mm)

Figure 4.9 Load-displacement curve obtained from sensitivity analyses

Figure 4.10 DDA results after the shearing simulation (Upper) and
picture of the test piece which was taken after the shear test (Lower)
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Figure 4.11 Load – displacement curve obtained from numerical
simulations(Left) and experiments (Right)
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Table 4.4 Summary of DDA results without rib
Peak

Residual

Displacement

Shear

Strength

Strength

at peak

Stiffness

(MPa)

(MPa)

(mm)

(MPa/mm)

Case 01 (DDA)

2.1

1.5

0.3

7.0

Case01-03 (Lab) AVE.

2.2

1.3

0.4

6.2

Case 02 (DDA)

4.4

3.3

0.5

9.1

Case04-06 (Lab) AVE.

3.5

2.2

0.6

5.7

Case 03 (DDA)

5.1

4.3

0.7

7.4

Case07-09 (Lab) AVE.

5.4

3.7

0.8

8.5

high-strength mortar was utilised, inclined cracks and horizontal
cracks occurred and penetrated into the mortar material. As a result, the
mortar failed brittlely. For the DDA results, at point (i), the differences in
the crack distribution between the low-strength mortar and the highstrength mortar can be observed from Figure 4.12 (a), while the horizontal
stress was similarly concentrated in the area in front of the ribs. To be
specific, the low angle cracks were initiated from the edge of ribs in the
case of the low-strength mortar. Meanwhile, the inclined cracks were
generated in the case of high-strength mortar.
The reason for the different crack patterns in this stage can be
considered as follows. In the case of low-strength mortar, since the shear
strength of the mortar was small, the mortar could not resist the
horizontal shear force that was caused by the stress concentration in front
of the rib. As a result, shear cracks formed horizontally at the rib height.
On the other hand, in the case of high-strength mortar, though the stress
distribution was similar to the result for low-strength mortar, the mortar
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could resist the horizontal shear force because of its high shear strength.
Therefore, the inclined cracks, which are considered to be tensile cracks
around the tip of ribs, could be observed. As a result, tensile failure
occurred as the mortar moved to the right with the ribs before the
horizontal shear failure occurred. So it can be concluded that the crack
distribution is highly dependent on the relationship between the shear
strength and tensile strength of the bond material. After peak point (ii),
significant differences in the crack propagation can be observed. Similar
to the experimental results, when the low-strength mortar was utilised,
horizontal cracks were dominant, while both inclined and horizontal
cracks could be found when the high-strength mortar was employed
(Figure 4.12 (b)). Moreover, the result for the low-strength mortar showed
that the upper part of the mortar was separated from the lower part by
the dominated horizontal cracks, whereby the horizontal stress in the
upper part was not influenced significantly during the shear test. In
contrast, the result with the high-strength mortar showed that the
horizontal stress was affected even in the upper parts, therefore the larger
parts of the mortar could be utilised for resisting the shear loading (Figure
4.12 (c)). From these results, it is concluded that these differences in the
crack distribution can be considered to be one of the major reasons why
the peak strength of the high-strength mortar is larger than that of the
low-strength mortar. However, same as the experimental results, the
damage in the mortar after the shearing test was significant compared to
the result for the low-strength mortar. As shown in Figure 4.13, each loaddisplacement curve obtained from the DDA results was not exactly same
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as that for laboratory tests. This is probably due to the limitation of 2D
modelling and the effect of the mortar particle size (i.e., the particle size
in the DDA model is much larger than the true mortal particle size).
However, the DDA simulation results show at least similar trend in terms
of the crack distribution and the load-displacement curve to the laboratory
test results. Therefore, it can be concluded that the simplified DDA rock
bolt model can be an useful tool for analysing the debonding process along
the bolt-mortar interface and the crack propagation into the mortar in
detail.

Point (i) Before peak strength

(b) Point (ii) Peak strength

(c) Point (iii) Residual stage
Figure 4.12 DDA results after shearing simulation
(Left: Low strength mortar, Right: High strength mortar)
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Figure 4.13 Load-displacement curve (numerical simulation)
(RA=Rib angle, MS=Mortar strength, CP=Confining pressure)

Table 4.5 Summary of DDA results with rib
Peak

Residual

Displacement

Shear

Strength

Strength

at peak

Stiffness

(MPa)

(MPa)

(mm)

(MPa/mm)

Case 04 (DDA)

2.3

1.9

0.6

3.8

Case 05 (Lab)

2.8

2.0

0.5

5.6

Case 05 (DDA)

3.4

2.0

0.8

4.3

Case 11 (Lab)

4.4

1.8

0.9

4.9
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4.3. Effect of rock bolt configuration
In the previous section, it has been verified that DDA is an effective
tool to simulate the interface behaviour of the simplified rock bolt model
with/without ribs in terms of the crack distribution and load-displacement
curve. In this section, the DDA based rock bolt model was used to study
the effects of the main rock bolt parameters (i.e., rib angle, the ratio of the
mortar thickness to the rib height, rib space and rib shape) on mortar-bolt
interface behaviour.

4.3.1. Numerical simulation cases and results of basic cases
Table 4.6 presents a list of simulation cases with varying bolt profile
configurations. The properties of the mortar are shown in Table 4.7, and
the high strength mortar was used in this study. All parameters were
determined based on the basic simplified model shown in Figure 4.14 (rib
angle = 90°, the ratio of the mortar thickness to the rib height α = 12
mm / 2 mm = 6, rib space = 17.8 mm, rib shape = square). As a first step
of parameter studies, the crack distribution and the load-displacement
curve of the basic case were compared with those of the laboratory test to
verify the input parameters.
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16 show a comparison of the results from
the DDA simulations and the laboratory experiments. At an early stage of
the shear test (horizontal displacement of the rock bolt obtained from
DDA=0.3mm), several inclined tensile and shear cracks from the tip of the
ribs can be observed in the DDA simulation (Figure 4.15(a)). Similar
oblique cracks were observed in the laboratory test, as shown in Figure
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4.15(b). A larger inclined tensile crack was generated at the left rib when
the horizontal displacement of the rock bolt was 0.6 mm (Figure 4.15(c)),
which was probably due to the moving direction of the rock bolt. This
oblique tensile crack was also seen during the laboratory test, as shown
in Figure 4.15(d). After that, similar to the laboratory test results, DDA
results showed that the inclined cracks were generated ﬁrst, followed by
the sub-horizontal shear cracks. These horizontal cracks propagated and
coalesced gradually, and ﬁnally, the shear stress tended to be a constant
(2.1 MPa) at the residual stage of the DDA simulation. As shown in the
comparison study, the numerical simulation results of the basic case
showed a good agreement with those of laboratory tests in terms of crack
distribution and the trend of load-displacement curve, which veriﬁed and
conﬁrmed the capability of the established DDA model in the investigation
of the mortar-bolt interface behaviour.
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Table 4.6 List of DDA simulation cases and the configurations
Rib angle
Parameter

30°

60°

90°*

Image

Ratio of mortar thickness to rib height (α)
Parameter

α=3.0

𝛂𝛂=6.0*

α=12

Image

Rib space (1.0D = 17.8 mm)
Parameter

0.5D

1.0D*

2.0D

Image

Rib shape
Parameter

Half circular w/ flat

Half circular w/o flat

surface

surface

(Corner radius = 1.0)

(Corner radius = 2.0)

Square*
(Corner radius = 0.0)

Image

*Bold : Basic case
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Table 4.7 Input data for DDA simulation (Mortar)
Material

Parameter

Value

Unit weight (kN/m3)

23

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

7.3
0.2

Friction angle (°)
40 / 42.5

Mortar
(Initial / residual)
(High strength: UCS=30MPa)
Cohesion (MPa)

8.5 / 3.0
(Initial / residual)
Tensile strength (MPa)
1.8 / 1.0
(Initial / residual)

Figure 4.14 Simulation mesh for the basic model
(Rib angle = 90°, Ratio of the mortar thickness 12mm to the rib height
2mm = 6.0, Rib space = 17.8mm, Rib shape = square)
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(a)DDA (Horizontal displacement

(b)Laboratory test

of rock bolt = 0.3 mm)

(Enlarged view)

At the beginning stage

(c)DDA (Horizontal displacement

(d)Laboratory test

of rock bolt = 0.6 mm)

(Overall view)

Before the peak shear strength

(e)DDA (Horizontal displacement

(f)Laboratory test

of rock bolt = 3.0 mm)

(Enlarged view)

After the peak shear strength
Figure 4.15 Comparison of the results from the DDA simulations (left)
and experimental tests (right)
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Figure 4.16 Comparison of the load-displacement curves obtained from
the DDA simulations (left) and experimental tests (right)

4.3.2. Results and discussion
Influence of rib angle
In addition to the basic case with 90° rib angle, more cases with a
rib angle of 30°and 60°were simulated under a confining pressure of 0.5
MPa. Figure 4.17 shows the horizontal stress contour (σxx) and crack
distribution obtained from the DDA simulations; and Figure 4.18 shows
the corresponding load-displacement curves. Generally, the results with
60° rib angle were similar to those with 90° rib angle in terms of horizontal
stress (σxx) and crack distribution (Figure 4.17). Shear strength and the
corresponding horizontal displacement were also consistent with the
results obtained from the basic case (Figure 4.18). The results with 30° rib
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angle however showed a slight different trend. To be specific, a smaller
number of cracks can be observed for the case with a rib angle of 30°, and
the corresponding peak strength (0.9 MPa) was slightly lower than that
in the other cases (1.1 MPa), which is probably due to the slip behaviour
along the mortar-bolt interface arising from inadequate mechanical
interlocking. From the displacement vector distribution (Figure 4.19), it
can be seen that the observed slip behaviour occurred in the early stage
(within a horizontal displacement of 1 mm). As a result, displacement
vectors in the mortar have a trend in the upward direction, different from
the other cases that have horizontal displacement vectors. In addition, the
number of cracks was obviously less than that obtained from other cases.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the bolt rib with an angle of 30° cannot
resist significantly against the horizontal shear force because of the lack
of mechanical interlocking at the boundary between the rib and the
mortar, and the peak strength for 30° rib angle became smaller than those
for 60° and 90° rig angles. In chapter 3, the author summarised that the
effect of different rib angles was not significant under the experimental
conditions. However, this slip behaviour was confirmed even in the
laboratory tests as shown in Figure 4.20. When the rib angle was small
(i.e., 20° or even 10°), it is reasonable to assume that the slip behaviour is
likely to occur, and the corresponding results would be similar to the
results of the rock bolts without ribs. Therefore, it can be summarised
from these results that the rib angle should be larger (larger than 60°) in
order to avoid the negative slip behaviour. Figure 4.21 shows the
relationship between the rib angle and shear strength obtained from the
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DDA simulations. The figure shows that when the rib angle was larger
than 60°, the reinforcing effect of rock bolt remained similar. This finding
is consistent with the laboratory tests by Tepfers (1979) and Kilic et al.
(2003), in which they concluded that the rock bolt ribs with an angle
between 45° and 105° produced similar effects; and the results with 60°
rib angle were similar to those with 90° rib angle in terms of yield load,
elastic displacement and failure load. Furthermore, when the confining
pressure was increased to 2.0 MPa, the slip behaviour along the rock bolt
and mortar was less likely to occur, whereby the effect of different rib
angles slightly decreased as shown in Figure 4.22. These findings show a
trend similar to that found in experiments in Chapter 3.
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(a)At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b)Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c)Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d)After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
Figure 4.17 Horizontal stress and crack distribution
(Left: RA = 30°, Centre: 60°, Right: 90°)
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Horizontal displacement (mm)

Figure 4.18 Load-displacement curve with different rib angle
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(a) At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b) Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c) Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d) After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
(e) Figure 4.19 Displacement vector
(Left: RA = 30°, Centre: RA = 60°, Right: RA = 90°)

Figure 4.20 Slip behaviour observed during laboratory tests
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Figure 4.21 Relationship between rib angle and shear strength
(Confining pressure = 0.5 MPa)

Figure 4.22 Relationship between rib angle and shear strength
(Confining pressure = 2.0 MPa)
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Influence of the ratio of mortar thickness to rib height α
In this section, the failure pattern of two other cases with different
values of α is discussed, namely, α = 3 (i.e., the mortar thickness is smaller
than that in the basic case: 6 mm) and α = 12 (i.e., the mortar thickness is
larger than that in the basic case: 24 mm). Figure 4.23 shows the
horizontal stress contour (σxx) and crack distribution obtained from the
DDA simulations, Figure 4.24 shows the load-displacement curves. These
results indicated that the model with a thicker mortar case (α = 12) was
similar to that obtained from the basic case (α = 6.0) in terms of the crack
distribution and peak shear strength of load-displacement curve. However,
the inclined cracks, which were generated from the left rib, did not
penetrate the whole mortar layer. The propagation of the inclined cracks
terminated at approximately 18 mm from the mortar-bolt interface.
Furthermore, the peak strength obtained from the thinner mortar case (α
= 3) was lower (0.9 MPa) than that obtained from other cases (1.1 MPa).
As shown in Figure 4.23(a), several inclined tensile cracks penetrated the
mortar at the initial stage (horizontal displacement of 0.5 mm). The
horizontal stress was concentrated significantly in front of each rib for the
case with smaller mortar thickness at this time, whereby the number of
cracks observed could be more than that in the other two cases. As a result,
the peak strength for the thinner mortar case (α = 3) decreased. Figure
4.25 shows the relationship of the ratio of mortar thickness to rib height
and shear strength obtained from the DDA simulations. An optimum ratio
of mortar thickness to rib height of no less than 6.0 was recommended
based on Figure 4.25, and the effect of rock bolting (in terms of shear
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strength) remained similar even though a larger ratio α was used.
Considering the soundness of the bond material, the ratio α was suggested
to be approximately 9.0 because there were no cracks observed in the
simulation above 18 mm from the mortar-bolt interface. In practice, as the
cost for drilling and fixing materials increases with the increase in the
borehole size, it is therefore suggested that the ratio α is less than 12, i.e.
the mortar thickness is smaller than 24 mm.

(a)At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b)Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c)Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d)After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
Figure 4.23 Horizontal stress and crack distribution
(Left: α = 3.0, Centre: α = 6.0, Right: α = 12)
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Figure 4.24 Load-displacement curve with different mortar thickness
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Figure 4.25 Relationship between α and shear strength
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Influence of rib space
As described earlier, the rib space of the basic case was 17.8 mm
(1.0D). In addition to this basic case, additional two cases were studied,
i.e. a closer space (0.5D = 8.9 mm) and a longer space (2.0D = 35.6 mm).
Figure 4.26 shows the comparison results of the horizontal stress contour
(σxx) and crack distribution. Figure 4.27 presents the displacement vectors,
and Figure 4.28 shows the load-displacement curves.
The stress in front of rib was higher for the case with a larger
space (2.0D) than those for other cases; this is due to the fact that the
number of ribs within a certain length (e.g., within 80mm in this
simplified model) decreases as the rib space becomes larger. Hence, more
cracks can be observed from the beginning stage of shear test (at a
horizontal displacement of 0.5 mm). Second, the crack distribution was
also different from that in the basic case. In the basic case (1.0D),
horizontal shear cracks were developed from the tip of a rock bolt rib to a
front rib, and finally, several cracks parallel to the boundary between the
rock bolt and mortar were generated. These parallel cracks can be
confirmed by laboratory tests, and this failure pattern is called the
‘parallel shear failure mode’ (Cao, 2012). On the other hand, as the
interval space became large, horizontal shear cracks, which generated
around the tip of a rock bolt, did not penetrate the mortar horizontally but
penetrated towards the downward direction and finally reached the
mortar-bolt interface. These cracks were also observed in laboratory tests,
and this failure pattern is called ‘dilational slip failure’ (Cao, 2012). From
the numerical simulation results, the distance between the rib and the
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point where the inclined cracks can reach was found to be approximately
25 mm (about 1.5D). The reason for the different crack distributions can
be explained as follows. When the rib space was small (i.e., 0.5D and 1.0D),
as shown in Figure 4.27, the displacement vectors in the mortar layer
between the two ribs indicated that the mortar uniformly moved towards
the shear direction. Therefore, the horizontal shear plane can be formed
as if a direct shear test was carried out between the two ribs. On the
contrary, when the rib space became larger (i.e. 1.5D), the displacement
vectors in the mortar between two ribs were found to be not uniform. To
be specific, the mortar in front of the rib moved forward significantly, but
the mortar located far from the rib was not considerably affected. This
vector distribution between the two ribs was similar to that when a
uniaxial compression test was performed with the mortar specimen,
whereby the inclined shear plane was observed.
The peak strength for a larger rib space was slightly lower (1.0
MPa) than that for the basic case (1.1 MPa). This is because the mortar
failure patterns were different from those described above, and the stress
was concentrated at the initial stage because of the small number of ribs;
thus, the mortar cannot resist the higher shear loading. When the rib
space was small(0.5D), the peak strength also became slightly lower (1.0
MPa) than that in the basic case (1.1 MPa). With regard to crack
propagation, tensile cracks were generated initially from the tip of the left
rib and further penetrated the mortar; this is similar to crack propagation
observed in the basic case. Afterwards, more cracks generated from the
tip of each rib, and they reached the front rib quickly due to the small rib
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space. Finally, the cracks were connected, and the shear stress showed a
residual value when parallel shear cracks coalesced completely. Similar
results were observed by Aziz et al. (2008) who concluded that as the rib
space became smaller, the bond material can be easily sheared
horizontally, whereby the reinforcement effect of the rock bolt would be
smaller. Figure 4.29 shows that the relationship between the rib space
and peak shear strength obtained by the DDA simulations, which
indicated that the optimum rib space should be between 1.0D and 1.5D
(17.8 and 26.7 mm) although the difference in the peak strength was not
significant. The recommended rib space by Aziz et al (2008) was 37.5 mm
(2.1D), which was slightly larger than our recommendation, and the
reason for the discrepancy might be due to the differences in the rib height
and mortar strength. From our DDA simulation results, it was considered
that the parallel shear failure mode did not occur if the rib space was
larger than 25 mm (1.5D), in which case downward inclined cracks, which
are called the dilatational slip failure mode, could be generated.
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(a) At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b) Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c) Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d)After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
Figure 4.26 Horizontal stress and crack distribution
(Left: 0.5D, Centre: 1.0D, Right: 2.0D)
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(a)At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b)Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c)Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d)After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
Figure 4.27 Displacement vector
(Left: 0.5D, Centre: 1.0D, Right: 2.0D)
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Figure 4.28 Load-displacement curve with different rib space
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Figure 4.29 Relationship between rib space and shear strength
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Influence of rib shape
With regard to the rib shape, the basic case had a 2 mm square rib
on one side (Corner radius = 0.0 mm). In addition to this basic case, two
cases with circular ribs were simulated. The first case had a half circle
with a radius of 1mm and a rectangle with a height of 1mm (Corner radius
= 1.0 mm), and the second case had a half circle with a radius of 2 mm
(Corner radius = 2.0 mm).
Figure 4.30 shows the horizontal stress and crack distribution, and
Figure 4.31 shows the load-displacement curves. The load shown in
displacement curves indicated that the peak strength for both cases (1.0
mm corner radius and 2.0 mm corner radius) became slightly lower (1.0
MPa) than that for the basic case (corner radius = 0.0 mm; 1.1 MPa). This
could be due to the fact that when a circular rib was used, the circular
shape made the horizontal stress in front of each rib less concentrated
(but the influenced area was spread widely) as shown in Figure 4.30, and
inclined cracks (with relatively high angles) were initiated and penetrated
the mortar. This stress condition was similar to the result with a lower rib
angle (i.e., 30°), but the slip behaviour did not occur because the rib shape
did not have a flat surface. As a result, a number of steep and oblique
cracks were observed in both cases. Since the inclined angle of cracks were
steeper than the basic case, the mortar was split easily and became more
difficult to resist against shearing, whereby both peak strengths were
probably decreased. On the other hand, when the rib shape was square,
though the stress was indeed concentrated around the sharp edge,
horizontal cracks did not appear in the initial stage because a high149

strength mortar was used in these parametric studies. Therefore, the
square shape is recommended for the three cases (see Figure 4.32).
However, as shown in Chapter 3, when a low-strength mortar was used
for the bond material, even at the initial stage, the mortar was easy to be
sheared horizontally because of the stress concentration at the corner of
square ribs. As a result, the relationship between the rib shape and peak
shear strength might change for the three cases. Specifically, in the case
with a lower strength mortar, a circular rib might be recommended
because the stress concentration in front of each rib will be reduced. From
this point of view, though the square rib can be recommended as described
above, a square rib with slightly rounded corner (corner radius < 1.0 mm)
might be considered as a preferable shape because this slightly rounded
corner can reduce stress concentration and achieve a proper reinforcing
effect even though various mortars were used for bond materials.
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(a) At the beginning stage (Horizontal displacement = 0.5mm)

(b) Before the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.0mm)

(c) Around the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 1.5mm)

(d)After the peak point (Horizontal displacement = 3.0mm)
Figure 4.30 Horizontal stress and crack distribution
(Left: Square – Corner r = 0.0mm, Centre: Circular w/ flat surface –
Corner r = 1.0mm, Right: Circular w/o flat surface – Corner r = 2.0mm)
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Figure 4.31 Load-displacement curve with different rib shape
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Figure 4.32 Relationship between rib shape and shear strength
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4.3.3. Classification of induced cracks
One main advantage of using the DDA instead of continuum
modelling is its capability to model multiple crack distribution during the
shear tests, as continuum-based methods such as the FEM are not
efficient to model multiple cracks. First, the failure modes obtained from
DDA simulations are classified into four groups, as summarised in Table
4.8: tensile failure mode, combined failure mode, parallel shear failure
mode and dilational slip failure mode.

Table 4.8 Classification for the mortar failure pattern
1.Tensile failure

2. Combined failure : Tensile and shear crack

Mode
(large-angle crack)

(relatively large-angle crack)

Image

3. Parallel shear failure

4. Dilational slip failure

(horizontal crack)

(inclined crack : downward)

Mode

Image
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The tensile failure mode was observed at the beginning stage of
shearing in all the simulation cases (horizontal displacement of rock bolt
= 0.5 mm). The initial crack was generated at the tip of the rib located
farther away from the loading point, and the angle of this crack was found
to be very steep (around 80°). In fact, this steep tensile crack was
confirmed in many laboratory tests conducted by the authors as shown in
Figure 4.15(d), and when the mortar height was small (6.0 mm), this steep
inclined crack easily penetrated the mortar, whereby the peak shear
strength decreased dramatically. Thus, because this crack tended to split
the mortar into two parts, this failure mode can be considered as an
important failure pattern.
The combined failure mode comprised inclined tensile and shear
cracks, which were generated from the tip of each rib. When compared
with the tensile failure mode, the angle of these cracks was not large,
ranged from 20° to 60°. In these parametric studies, because a high
strength mortar was used, the inclined tensile cracks were the dominant
ones at the beginning. After that, as the shear force increased, shear
cracks also initiated, and the angle of these inclined cracks became small
(close to 0°). This combined failure mode can be found in the laboratory
tests conducted by Aydan (1989), in which many shear tests reported the
existence of low angle combined tension-shear crack (LACTSC),
consistent with DDA simulation results in this study. As a large area of
mortar resisted against the shear force, this failure mode was recognised
as one of the most important mode that strongly affected the peak shear
strength. However, when the circular shape was used, this inclined crack
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penetrated until close to the boundary between the mortar and rock and
did not change its angle horizontally. In such case, these cracks separated
the mortar into two blocks, as a result, the shear strength was reduced.
The parallel shear failure mode was characterised by horizontal
cracks that connected one rib with other ribs. This type of crack can be
seen in all cases, especially when the rib space was small. These cracks
were generated almost horizontally, and the angle was from 0° to 10°. For
a closer rib space (0.5D), the shear stress was close to the residual value
as these parallel cracks connected each rib one by one. This failure mode
was observed in a previous laboratory test by Jalalifer et al (2006). As
summarised in Chapter 3: when a low-strength mortar was used, only this
parallel shear failure was observed. Furthermore, as the mortar strength
became higher, both inclined cracks and horizontal shear cracks
dominated.
The dilational slip failure mode has downward diagonal cracks,
which were generated from the top of a rib to the interface between the
rock bolt and mortar. This failure mode occurred when the rib space was
relatively large. The angle of these cracks was about -20°. The distance
from the rock bolt rib to the point where these cracks reach was
approximately 25 mm (1.5D). Even if the rib space is larger than this
value, the dilational slip failure mode will be observed. This failure mode
was also reported experimentally by Tepfers (1979) and with analytical
solutions by Cao (2012); therefore, DDA results were found to be well
consistent with past research. When the dilational slip failure mode
occurred, it was found that the interface behaviour was similar to the case
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with a low-angle rib (i.e., 30°), as a large rib angle can increase the peak
shear strength. However, even with large-angle ribs, the reinforcing effect
of the rock bolt can be decreased if the rib space was large enough to cause
the dilational slip failure mode.

4.3.4. Implications of the study and recommendation for rock bolt
configuration
Table 4.9 shows a recommendation for bolt configuration based on
the results of this study.
In terms of the rib angle, a larger rib angle was preferable as it
will not to cause the negative slip behaviour. Therefore, the rib angle
should be between 60° and 90°. Furthermore, when the confining pressure
was increased, the slip behaviour along the rock bolt and mortar was less
likely to occur. As a result, the effect of different rib angles becomes
slightly lower though a large rib angle is still preferable.
With regard to the ratio of the mortar thickness to rib height,
when the ratio α was greater than 6.0, the peak strength did not increase
even though the mortar thickness was increased. However, from the view

Table 4.9 Recommendation for the rock bolt configuration
Rock bolt parameters

Recommendation

Rib angle

60°< Rib angle <

Ratio of mortar thickness to rib height (α)

9.0

90°

<α < 12

Rib space (1.0D = 17.8 mm)

1.0D < Rib space < 1.5D

Rib shape

Square or slightly rounded corner
(0.0mm < Corner radius < 1.0mm)
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point of mortar soundness, the penetration of inclined tensile cracks into
the mortar should be prevented completely. Therefore, it is recommended
that the ratio α should be larger than 9.0 and smaller than 12 because the
cost for drilling and bond materials can be more expensive as the mortar
thickness increases.
With respect to the rib space, when the space is too small (i.e. 0.5D
= 8.9 mm), the horizontal cracks, which were generated at the tip of a rib,
could quickly reach the front rib, therefore, the reinforcing effect of the
rock bolt was reduced. In addition, when the rib space was larger than
1.5D (26.7 mm), it is difficult to obtain a sufficient support from the rock
bolt because of the occurrence of the dilational slip failure mode. From the
relationship between the peak strength and rib space, a space of 1.0D to
1.5D is recommended as optimal.
Regarding the rib shape, it was found that the stress
concentration around a rib can be partially avoided by using a circular rib
head. However, the circular rib generated several inclined cracks with
relatively large angles, whereby the mortar tended to be split into two
blocks. As a result, the peak strength slightly decreased. These results
implied that a square shape is recommended. However, when a lowstrength mortar was used for the bond material during the laboratory
tests, the mortar was sheared by the concentrated horizontal stress in
front of each rib. Because the square shape generated more concentrated
stress around its sharp corners, there might be some conditions in which
the square rib worsens the effect of the rock bolt. In such case, a circular
rib, which can avoid the stress concentration around the rib, might be a
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better choice. These results indicate that a square rib or a square rib with
slightly rounded corners (e.g. Corner radius <1.0 mm) is favourable.
The generated failure modes and recommended rock bolt
configurations are summarised on the basis of the results of parametric
studies with DDA simulations. Although these results are dependent on
the strength of mortar and confining pressure, the classified failure modes
with DDA simulation results are found to be well consistent with past
experimental results.

4.4. Summary
In this Chapter, first, main results of shear tests were simulated to
verify the accuracy of the DDA numerical simulation model by comparing
the simulation results with laboratory tests. As the next step, by using the
accurate DDA numerical simulation model, the effects of the main rock
bolt parameters (i.e., rib angle, rib height, rib space and rib shape) on
mortar-bolt interface behaviour were evaluated. The key findings
obtained from the study are as follows:
From the verification of the DDA model,
- The simulated and experimental results for the rock bolt without ribs
are in good agreement, which verifies the capability of the DDA in
simulating the shear failure during pull-out tests.
- For the rock bolts with ribs, the crack distribution and load-displacement
curves obtained from the DDA simulations were close to those observed
from the laboratory tests. Therefore, it has been verified that the DDA
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method can be an effective tool to simulate the crack initiation and
propagation into the bond material.

From the parameter studies for the effect of the rock bolt profile,
-The angle of a rock bolt rib is suggested to be larger than 60°, which is
because the slip behaviour is likely to occur in front of the rib surface as
the rib angle becomes smaller, and consequently, the reinforcing effect is
similar to the cases without ribs.
-The mortar thickness to rib height ratio should be more than 6.0 (mortar
thickness 12 mm / rib height 2.0 mm) when the peak strength was the
main concern. In addition, it should be greater than 9.0 (mortar
thickness 18 mm/rib height 2.0 mm) when the mortar soundness was
also considered. On the other hand, as the mortar thickness became
small, the reinforcing effect of the rock bolt decreased because the cracks
could penetrate the mortar easily even at the beginning stage of shearing.
-The preferable space between the rock bolt ribs was between 17.8 and
25.0 mm. In the case for rib spaces larger than 25 mm, the cracks, which
were generated at the tip of each rib, did not develop horizontally but
propagated downward and reached the interface between the rock bolt
and mortar (dilational slip failure mode).
-With regard to the rib shape, a circular rib can prevent the stress
concentration around ribs; however, the large-angle inclined cracks were
generated and penetrated the mortar. As a result of this behaviour, the
mortar could be split easily, whereby the reinforcing effect became
smaller than that in the case with square ribs. However, when square
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ribs were employed, the stress was concentrated around the tip of each
rib, therefore, horizontal shear cracks might dominate from the initial
stage of the shearing if a low-strength mortar was used for the bond
material.
Although the results obtained from parameter studies in this
study were highly dependent on the mortar strength and the confining
pressure, the findings in this research were well consistent with the
previous results acquired by laboratory results. Furthermore, these
results can be obtained by DDA that can well simulate the crack
occurrence and propagation into the bond material. This research result,
which considered the crack distribution, can contribute to well
understanding the supporting mechanics of rock bolting especially where
a quite large tunnel deformation occurs and the large displacement causes
the many cracks inside the bond material.
As for the future works, it will be important to check not only the
effect of rock bolt configurations (e.g., rib angle, rib height, rib space and
rib shape) but also external factors (e.g., the influences of mortar strength
and loading conditions) and combination of different parameters.
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Chapter 5
Development of new rock bolt with DDA
rock bolt model

In this chapter, a new rock bolt, a type of the energy-absorbing rock
bolt, was designed by using the DDA rock bolt model. Furthermore,
prototypes of the rock bolt were prepared and laboratory pull-out tests
were carried out.
Current energy-absorbing rock bolts in the deep mining have both
the high loading capacity and the high deformation capacity. However, as
described in Chapter 2, they permit the large displacement, but cannot
control the ultimate displacement. In order to apply energy-absorbing
rock bolt to civil engineering tunnels, a new energy-absorbing rock bolt
has been developed. The new rock bolt is referred to as a deformationcontrolled rock bolt (DC bolt). The DC bolt has the same characteristics of
current energy-absorbing rock bolts (i.e., high loading and large
deformation capacity) and also can control the rock displacement by the
specially designed rock bolt anchor. As a result, it is possible to generate
the tri-linear bond slip behaviour as shown in Figure 5.1, and it is also
possible to control the amount of deformation considering the conditions
(strength, fracture, etc.) and the stress of the surrounding ground. The
developed rock bolt is mainly comprised of four components: 1) a smooth
bar; 2) a threaded bar; 3) an end anchor whose diameter is larger than the
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smooth bar; and 4) a ring which does not attach with the smooth bar as
shown in Figure 5.2.
In this chapter, the supporting mechanism of the end anchor was
determined via a detailed DDA modelling first, followed by the summary
of the laboratory pull-out tests with prototype rock bolts. In the next
chapter, a new DDA rock bolt element which can reproduce the
appropriate tri-linear deformation behaviour was validated by comparing
the DDA simulation results with laboratory results. Finally, a tunnel
excavation example was simulated with the proposed energy-absorbing
rock bolt element to evaluate the effectiveness of the newly-developed DC
bolt.

Figure 5.1 Proposed tri-linear shaped load-displacement curve

Figure 5.2 Conceptual image of the deformation-controlled rock bolt
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5.1. Simulation of the detailed anchor model with DDA
Figure 5.3 shows a simplified end anchor model of the proposed DC
bolt. As described in the previous section, the DC bolt mainly consists of
the rock bolt, the end anchor and the ring. In this model, shear force was
applied at the right edge of the rock bolt horizontally. The rock model and
mortar model were fixed at the right edge in order not to move horizontally.
The ring model could not rotate during the simulations. Table 5.1 shows
the properties of the rock bolt and the mortar material.

Figure 5.3 DDA model for the deformation-controlled rock bolt

Table 5.1 Input data for DDA simulations (anchor model)
Material

Parameter

Value

Unit weight

23 (kN/m3)

Young’s modulus

7.3 (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

0.2

Material

Rock bolt

Friction angle

Parameter

Value

Unit weight

78 (kN/m3)

Young’s modulus

200 (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio

0.3

Friction angle
35/30 (°)

40/42.5 (°)
Mortar

(initial/residual)

bolt-mortar

(initial/residual)

boundary

Cohesion

Cohesion
8.5/3.0 (MPa)
(initial/residual)

(MPa)
(initial/residual)

Tensile strength
1.8/1.0 (MPa)
(initial/residual)
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Figure 5.4 shows the DDA simulation result of the horizontal stress
and the crack distribution, and Figure 5.5 shows the load-displacement
curve of the rock bolt obtained from the DDA simulation. Main results can
be summarised as follows.

(a) At the beginning of shearing (horizontal displacement = 2.5 mm)

(b) During the ploughing behaviour (horizontal displacement = 10 mm)

(c) When the anchor hit the ring (horizontal displacement = 30 mm)
Figure 5.4 Simulation results of the horizontal stress and the crack
distribution
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Figure 5.5 Load-displacement curve obtained from the DDA simulation

At the beginning of the shear test (horizontal displacement = 2.5
mm), the horizontal stress was concentrated in front of the anchor, and
the cracks were initiated from the anchor as shown in Figure 5.4(a). Even
though the number of cracks was small, several cracks were generated
from the interface between the threaded bar and the mortar. From this
observation, it can be found that the anchor and the bolt-mortar boundary
mainly generated the resistance force in the early stage corresponding the
segment 9a) in Figure 5.5.
With a further increase of the pull-out force, the slope of the loaddisplacement curve gradually became smaller and finally showed a
plateau (horizontal displacement = 5-30 mm). During this process, the
anchor was found to move inside the mortar like a cone bolt, and many
cracks were initiated and penetrated between the anchor and the ring as
shown in Figure 5.4(b), which was named as deformable section in Figure
5.5.
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Ultimately, when the anchor contacted with the ring, the stress
concentration area was shifted to the mortar in front of the ring as shown
in Figure 5.4(c). Furthermore, the load-displacement curve increased
sharply again, as shown in Figure 5.5 (Secondary resistance). As a result,
a newly designed rock bolt was found to show the ideal tri-linear
behaviour as shown in Figure 5.1.
Next, in order to better understand the supporting mechanism of
the deformation-controlled rock bolt, parameter studies were carried out
with different bolt-mortar interface conditions. Figure 5.6 shows that the
DDA simulation cases with different interface conditions. In these cases,
Case 01(Basic case) was corresponding to the previous simulation case
shown in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.1. On the other hand, the Interface
property in Case 02 illustrates low friction (no bonding). Therefore, only
anchor would resist against the pull-out force instead of the bolt-mortar
interface. The interface property in Case 03 indicates lower friction than
the basic case, but higher friction than Case 02. To be specific, the boltmortar interface property in front of the anchor point was set to low
friction (no bonding) and interface behind the anchor point was high
friction. Except the interface, the other properties and the shearing
procedure were exactly same as the previous simulation.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the horizontal stress and crack distribution
at the peak loading, and Figure 5.8 presents each load-displacement curve
obtained from the DDA simulations. From these results, all curves show
ideal tri-linear curves, similar to the basic model. Furthermore, the stress
and crack propagation inside the mortar were also found to be similar to
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those from the basic case. In other words, the stress was concentrated
between the anchor and the ring at the beginning, followed by the increase
of the cracks. After that, the area of stress concentration was shifted to
the front of the ring when the anchor hit the ring. However, it is
noteworthy that there were small differences in the peak load value at the
end of primary resistance section. This means that the primary peak
strength can be designed arbitrarily by adjusting the bolt-mortar
interface properties. Meanwhile, the differences in the primary peak
strength is not significant. Therefore, it is concluded that the existence of
the anchor influences on the supporting effect more significantly than the
interface properties between the bolt and the mortar.

Figure 5.6 DDA simulation cases with different interface properties
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Figure 5.7 Horizontal stress and crack distribution at the primary peak
loading

Case01
Case02
Case03

Pull−out force (kN)

40

20

0

0

10

20

30

Rock bolt displacement (mm)

Figure 5.8 Load-displacement curve obtained from the DDA simulations
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From the simulation result of this DDA-based anchor model, the
following supporting mechanism of the new DC bolt can be concluded:
1. Primary resisting section:
The friction force between the threaded bar and grout and the end
anchor start to resist against pull-out loading caused by the rock
dilation (Figure 5.9(a)).
2. Deformable section:
The anchor itself starts to resist by ploughing inside the grout
after the debonding occurs along the bolt-grout interface (Figure
5.9(b)).
3. Secondly resisting section:
When the anchor reaches the ring, the ring starts to resist against pullout force (Figure 5.9(c)).
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(a) Primary resistance along the bolt-mortar interface
(mainly anchor)

(b) Deformable section by the anchor ploughing inside the mortar

(c) Secondly resistance at the ring
Figure 5.9 Supporting mechanism of a deformation-controlled rock bolt
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5.2. Laboratory pull-out tests with prototypes
A newly designed rock bolt was found to show the ideal tri-linear
deformation behaviour in the previous subsection. As a next step, three
m-long DC bolts were manufactured as shown in Figure 5.10, and
laboratory pull-out tests were carried out. As explained earlier, the
prototype consists of the smooth bar, the threaded bar, the anchor and the
ring. The diameter of bar was 24 mm. The maximum and minimum
diameters of the anchor were 31.7 mm and 30 mm, respectively, and the
length of anchor was 90 mm. The diameter and the thickness of the ring
were 44 mm and 6 mm, respectively. The distance between the anchor and
the ring was defined as the allowing deformation “δ”.
Pull-out test cases and another specifications of rock bolts are listed in
Table 5.2. For comparison purposes, the result of a fully grouted rock
bolt, which was pulled out in a construction site, was also used. Two DC
bolts which have distance of 30 mm and 100 mm between the anchor and
the ring were prepared. The boreholes were reproduced with steel pipes
(φ = 50 mm) and filled up with the mortar (UCS = approximately 10 MPa).
After the appropriate mortar strength was confirmed, the pull-out force
was loaded by the centre-hole jack. Figure 5.8 shows the photo of
laboratory pull-out test setup. During the pull-out tests, the pull-out load
and the displacement of rock bolt head were monitored by the load cell
and two displacement metres attached at the edge of the rock bolt.
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Detailed Profile

Photo of the anchor part
Figure 5.10 Prototype of deformation-controlled rock bolt

Table 5.2 Test cases and specifications of the rock bolt

Case

Bolt type

1

Fully grouted rock bolt

2

Deformation-controlled rock

3

bolt

Bolt

Thread

Allowing

Mortar

length

length

ddeformation

strength

(m)

(mm)

(mm)

(MPa)

3000

----

10

205

30

10

205

100

10

3
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Figure 5.11 Photo of the laboratory pull-out test condition

Figure 5.12 Test specimen dismantled after removing the half-split pipe
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Figure 5.12 shows one of the test specimen (case 3) dismantled
after removing the half-split pipe. The observation result revealed the
anchor moved inside the mortar and ultimately hit the ring for both cases
(i.e., 30 mm or 100 mm between the anchor and the ring).
However, when the pull-out force reached around 200 kN, the ring
was broken before the steel bar was ruptured. So a thicker ring can be
recommended when the DC bolts are applied to the actual construction
site.
Figure 5.13 shows the load-displacement curves obtained from the
pull-out tests, for the fully grouted rock bolt and two DC bolts. In the case
of fully grouted rock bolt, the pull-out force started climbing linearly until
the pull-out force closed tensile strength of the steel bar (450 MPa), then
the test was stopped to prevent the rock bolt from rupturing. At the 200
kN of pull-out loading, the displacement of rock bolt head was only 5 mm.
In contrast, for the newly developed DC bolts, the tri-linear shaped loaddisplacement curves can be observed in both cases. To be specific, both
curves increased linearly until reaching the 100 kN of pull-out loading
(i.e., primary resisting section). At this point, the horizontal displacement
was approximately 10 mm, and therefore the shear stiffness was slightly
smaller than that of the fully grouted rock bolt. This is because that the
DC bolt resisted the pull-out force only at the far end of the rock bolt,
whereby the extension of the smooth bar between the collar and the
anchor of the rock bolt were induced. After the pull-out loading reached
100 kN, the load-displacement curves for botj DC bolts showed transition
points and flattened out (deformable section), and load-displacement
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curves showed the second transition points at approximately 30 mm and
100 mm of the horizontal displacement, respectively. Afterwards, the two
curves gradually increased again, indicating that both DC bolts restarted
to resist against the pull-out force (secondly resisting section). The slope
of both load-displacement curves after second transition points were
found to be almost equal. When the rings were broken at the 200 kN of
the pull-out force, the displacement at the rock bolt head was 60 mm and
135 mm, respectively. Since the displacement of the fully grouted rock bolt
was 5 mm, the advantage of the newly developed deformation-controlled
rock bolt against the large tunnel displacement could be verified.
Obtained results in this section show a good agreement with the assumed
results based on the distance between the ring and anchor. However, it is
recommended to evaluate the repeatability of test results since these pullout tests were carried out only once for each case.

Pull−out force (kN)

400

Fully grouted rock bolt
Deformation−controlled RB (δ=30mm)
Deformation−controlled RB (δ=100mm)

300

200

100

0
0

50

100

Rock bolt displacement (mm)

Figure 5.13 Load-displacement curves obtained from laboratory pull-out
tests
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5.3. Bolt installation test
In previous section, the supporting mechanism and the main
features of the DC bolt were obtained by the DDA simulations and
laboratory pull-out tests with the prototypes. However, because of its
complicated bolt profile, it might be difficult to install the DC bolt in
construction sites efficiently. The mortar might not be filled up around the
anchor and the ring properly, whereas it is easy to install the fully grouted
rock bolts into a borehole filled up with a fresh mortar. As the DC bolt
profile is more complex, the bolt installation becomes more difficult
because of the additional resistance. Furthermore, there might be a void
(i.e., the area where the mortar does not fill up) in the narrow space (i.e.,
in the vicinity of the anchor and the ring), whereby the reinforcement
effect will be decreased. Therefore, laboratory bolt installation tests were
carried out with transparent acrylic pipes and DC rock bolts (Figure 5.14).

Figure 5.14 Acrylic pipes (left) and deformation-controlled rock bolts
(right)
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The procedure of bolt installation strictly followed the actual
procedure at tunnel construction sites. As shown in Figure 5.15, the
acrylic pipes, which simulate boreholes, were filled up with the mortar,
and after that, DC bolts were installed in the pipes. Totally, three DC bolts
were installed during the test.

Figure 5.15 Acrylic pipes filled up with mortar (left) and bolt installation
(right)

The obtained results can be summarised as follows;
-

The average installation time was approximately 15 sec, and three DC
bolts were installed by manually as shown in Figure 5.15. These
results were found to be almost equivalent to the installation with
widely used fully grouted rock bolts. Therefore, DC bolts can be used
in the construction sites without any installation problems.

-

Figure 5.16 shows one of the observation results of the mortar filling
condition after removing the half-split acrylic pipes. From this result,
it can be confirmed that the mortar was filled up surrounding the rock
bolt including the especially narrow space (i.e., the vicinity of the
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anchor and the ring). Therefore, the sufficient reinforcing effect can be
obtained even in the actual construction sites.

Figure 5.16 Mortar filling condition between the anchor and the ring
(upper) and behind the anchor (lower)
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5.4. Summary

In this chapter, a new type of energy-absorbing rock bolt, that is
referred to a deformation-controlled rock bolt (DC bolt), was proposed. Its
reinforcing mechanism was determined by the DDA simulation with the
simplified rock bolt model. This DDA simulation model had been validated
by comparing with the laboratory shear tests in Chapter 4. After that, in
order to check whether the ideal tri-linear bond-slip behaviour can be
obtained, pull-out tests were carried out using the prototypes. Finally,
rock bolt installation tests were carried out to understand its workability
and the mortar filling condition.
The obtained results were summarised as follows;
-

From the results of DDA simulation, it could be found that the newly
proposed DC bolt shows the ideal tri-linear shaped load-displacement
curve. Furthermore, by observing the stress condition and crack
distribution inside the mortar, its supporting effect can be classified
into the following three stages;
1. Primary resisting section:
The friction force between the steel bar and grout and the end anchor
start to resist against pull-out loading caused by the rock dilation.
2. Deformable section:
The anchor itself starts to resist by ploughing inside the grout after
the debonding occurs along the bolt-mortar interface.
3. Secondly resisting section:
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When the anchor hits the ring, the ring starts to resist against
pull- out force.
-

From the results of pull-out test using the prototypes, it can be seen
clearly that the DC bolt could withstand large displacement compared
to the widely used fully grouted rock bolt. Furthermore, the optimum
DC bolt for various geological conditions can be designed arbitrarily by
adjusting the allowing deformation, which is defined as the distance
between the anchor and the ring.

-

From the results of bolt installation tests that reproduced an actual
installation procedure in tunnel construction sites, the DC bolt can be
installed with same time for installation as the fully grouted rock bolt.
Furthermore, it can be found that the mortar was filled up well even
in the narrow space (i.e., the vicinity of the anchor and the ring) by the
observation after the mortar hardening.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation of the supporting effect of
the new DC bolt

6.1. Brief introduction of DDA rock bolt element
In this chapter, the DDA was employed to evaluate the supporting
mechanism of a specially designed anchor and the reinforcement effects of a DC bolt
by simulating the laboratory pull-out test and the tunnel excavation. In Chapter 4, the
DDA was verified as the useful tool to simulate the crack distribution and to estimate
the trend of the load-displacement curve by calibrating the DDA results with
laboratory test results. In the previous chapter, the DDA shear test model was used
for evaluating the supporting mechanism of the specially designed anchor in the DC
bolt.
In the development of rock bolt element by DDA, Nie et al. (2014) firstly
developed the rock bolt element in DDA, and it was further enhanced by Ma et al.
(2016) and Nie et al. (2018) by introducing the tri-linear shear bond-slip model. A
brief introduction of rock bolt theory adapted to the current DDA code is presented
in the following.
The mathematical algorithm for a rock bolt element was developed by Hyett
et al. (1996). When the surrounding rock dilates, the force equilibrium along the
longitudinal direction of a rock bolt element can be written as:

𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 = −𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 𝑑𝑑𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(6.1)
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where 𝜏𝜏 is the unit shear force provided by the bond material, 𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 is the area of the
cross section of the rock bolt, 𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the axial stress in rock bolt.

The stress-strain relationship of a rock bolt can be considered as linear elastic,

and can be expressed as:

𝜎𝜎𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 𝜀𝜀𝑏𝑏 = 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(6.2)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

where 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏 is the Young’s modulus of a rock bolt and 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 is the nodal displacement
of the rock bolt. Submitting Eq. (6.2) into (6.1) gives:

𝑑𝑑2 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2

= 𝐴𝐴

𝜏𝜏

(6.3)

𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏

The unit shear force 𝜏𝜏 can be assumed as a linear function of the relative

slippage, i.e.

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘(𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 )

(6.4)

where 𝑘𝑘 is the bond stiffness of the interface between the rock and rock bolt, 𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

is rock displacement. Submitting Eq. (6.4) into Eq. (6.3) gives:

𝑑𝑑2 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 2

− 𝐴𝐴

𝑘𝑘

𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏

𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = − 𝐴𝐴

𝑘𝑘

𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏

𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
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(6.5)

Assuming that the displacement varies quadratically, Eq. (6.5) can be
rewritten as:

𝐴𝐴𝑏𝑏 𝐸𝐸𝑏𝑏

𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖+1 −𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖−1

𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸

𝑏𝑏
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖−1
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖+1
�𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
− 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
� + 𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖+1𝑏𝑏 −𝑥𝑥
𝑖𝑖 �𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 � = 𝑘𝑘 �
𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖 −𝑥𝑥 𝑖𝑖−1

where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖−1

2

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖
� �𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
− 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
�

(6.6)

𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖−1
and 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖+1 are the location at point 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 − 1 and 𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
, 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

𝑖𝑖+1
𝑖𝑖
and 𝑈𝑈𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏
are the displacement of rock bolt at point 𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖 − 1 and 𝑖𝑖 + 1, 𝑈𝑈𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
is the

rock displacement at point 𝑖𝑖.

In Eq. (6.6), the terms on the left-hand side correspond to axial load at point

𝑖𝑖, while the terms on the right-hand side correspond to shear load at point 𝑖𝑖 due to

the relative movement between the rock and rock bolt. This equation indicates how a
rock bolt approaches equilibrium when the surrounding rock dilates. In this model,
rock bolt was considered as the simplified model, and therefore the differences of
bolt dimension were not represented.

6.2. Simulation of pull-out test with DDA based DC element
The behaviour of the DC bolt was modelled by incorporating a unique
tri-linear bond-slip model under the framework of the DDA model as
shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 A tri-linear bond-slip model with DDA
The proposed tri-linear bond-slip model can be expressed by:

(6.7)

𝜏𝜏 = 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑠𝑠 + 𝑐𝑐

where 𝜏𝜏 is the shear stress at the bolt-rock interface; 𝑠𝑠 is the relative

displacement between the bolt and the rock.

The shear force on the bolt-rock interface 𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 for a unit length can

be expressed by:

𝐹𝐹𝑠𝑠 = π ∙ 𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝜏𝜏 = π ∙ 𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑠𝑠 + 𝜋𝜋 ∙ 𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝑐𝑐

(6.8)

The parameters 𝑘𝑘 and 𝑐𝑐 are defined for each of the three stages

(I, II, III as shown in Figure 6.1) as follows:

When 0 ≤ s ≤ 𝑠𝑠1:

When 𝑠𝑠1 ≤ s ≤ 𝑠𝑠2:

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘1 =

𝜏𝜏1
𝑠𝑠1

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘2 =

; 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐1 = 0

𝜏𝜏2 −𝜏𝜏1
𝑠𝑠2 −𝑠𝑠1

; 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐2 =
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(6.9)
𝜏𝜏1 ∙𝑠𝑠2 −𝜏𝜏2 ∙𝑠𝑠1
𝑠𝑠2 −𝑠𝑠1

(6.10)

When s > 𝑠𝑠2:

𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘3 =

𝜏𝜏3 −𝜏𝜏2
𝑠𝑠3 −𝑠𝑠2

; 𝑐𝑐 = 𝑐𝑐3 =

𝜏𝜏2 ∙𝑠𝑠3 −𝜏𝜏3 ∙𝑠𝑠2
𝑠𝑠3 −𝑠𝑠2

(6.11)

Figure 6.2 shows the DDA simulation model of the pull-out test
with 3 m long rock bolt. The pull-out force was loaded on the head of the
rock bolt with a loading rate of 10 kN/s. For comparison purposes, both
the DC bolt and the fully grouted rock bolt were simulated as shown in
Figure 6.3, and the corresponding simulation cases and the model
parameters are listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. For the DC bolt, two
different deformation allowances were considered, i.e. 30 mm and 100 mm.
The tensile strength of rock bolts was set to 450 MPa.

Figure 6.2 DDA simulation model of the pull-out test
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Figure 6.3 DDA rock bolt model for the pull-out test simulation
Table 6.1 DDA simulation cases (pull-out test model)
Allowable displacement
Case

Bolt type

Bolt length
(mm)

1

Fully grouted rock bolt

---3m

2

30

Deformation-controlled rock bolt
3

100

Table 6.2 Rock bolt specifications (pull-out test model)
Item

Parameters

Value

Diameter (mm)

30

Bolt

Item

Parameters

Value

Yield strength (MPa)

450

Bolt
Young's modulus (GPa)

200

Extreme strain (%)

24

k1(Pa/m)

4.0e9

k1(Pa/m)

3.8e8

k2(Pa/m) for Case02

1.7e6

k2(Pa/m)

-4.0e9
Special

k2(Pa/m) for Case03

5.2e5

node

k3(Pa/m)

3.8e8

Fixed node
k3(Pa/m)

1.0

τ1(kN/m)

1.0e6

τ1(kN/m)

0.56e6

τ2(kN/m)

0.5e6

τ2(kN/m)

0.61e6
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The shear force and the axial force distribution during pull-out
simulations are shown in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5, and the loaddisplacement curves are summarised in Figure 6.6. In the case of fully
grouted rock bolt, the shear force was generated from the collar of the rock
bolt, and it became smaller with the increase of the distance from the
loading point. The axial force distribution showed similar trends as the
shear force distribution, namely the maximum axial force was observed
at the collar of the rock bolt, and it reduced with the increase of the rock
bolt length. These results are quite consistent with typical pull-out test
results with the fully grouted rock bolt (Farmer 1975). After the pull-out
loading reached 270 kN, the shear force around the collar of the rock bolt
started to decrease, which is probably due to the debonding failure along
the bolt-rock interface. In the case of the DC bolt, the shear force was
generated only at the far end of the rock bolt, and the shear force
distribution was found to be entirely different from that of the fully
grouted rock bolt. The axial force distribution was also found to be
different from that of the fully grouted rock bolt, but it was confirmed to
follow the typical distribution of the end anchor rock bolt.
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(a)Fully grouted rock bolt

(b)DC bolt (δ= 30 mm)

(c)DC bolt(δ=100mm)
Figure 6.4 Shear force distribution during DDA pull-out simulations
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(a)Fully grouted rock bolt

(b)DC bolt (δ= 30 mm)

(c)DC bolt(δ=100mm)
Figure 6.5 Axial force distribution during DDA pull-out simulations
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Pull−out force (kN)

400

Fully grouted rock bolt
Deformation−controlled RB (δ=30mm)
Deformation−controlled RB (δ=100mm)

300

200

100

0
0

50

100

Rock bolt displacement (mm)

Figure 6.6 Load-displacement curves obtained from DDA pull-out
simulations

As shown in Figure 6.6, the simulated load-displacement curves
clearly show the different characteristic of each rock bolt. The loaddisplacement curve of the fully grouted rock bolt shows a linear
relationship between the pull-out force and the displacement of rock bolt
until the rock bolt failed due to tension. The stiffness (i.e., the gradient of
the graph) of the fully grouted rock bolt was higher than those of the DC
bolts. So it can be concluded that the fully grouted rock bolt can be a
suitable support element when the tunnel displacement has to be
constrained. Meanwhile, it should be noted that a tensile failure may
occur when a large deformation occurs in the fully grouted rock bolts.
In contrast, both load-displacement curves of the DC bolt show the
tri-linear relationship between the pull-out force and the displacement at
the rock bolt head. The pull-out force increased linearly until the pull-out
force reached first transition point. After that, both curves showed a
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plateau. After the second transition point (i.e., 30 mm or 100 mm), the
curves started to rise sharply again. It is noted that the DC bolt can
sustain a large deformation without failure, so it can be a very effective
support under the squeezing conditions and it can be used for various
types of displacement control by adjusting the amount of the deformation
allowance.
The results obtained from the DDA pull-out simulations (Figure
6.6) are found to be consistent with the results obtained from the
laboratory pull-out tests (Figure 5.13). It means that the applicability of
the new DC bolt element could be verified by comparing the result of
numerical simulations with laboratory tests. The DDA based rock bolt
element enables us to utilise the new rock bolt element for the simulation
of tunnel excavation, whereby the DC bolt can be designed to suit various
geological conditions (i.e., the amount of deformation allowance; the
number of rock bolt).

6.3. Tunnel excavation example simulated by DDA based DC bolts
Figure 6.7 shows the simulation model for the tunnel excavation.
The tunnel was excavated in the rock mass which has two joint sets. The
tunnel cover was 1.5 D, where D is the tunnel width (D = 20 m). The insitu stress in the vertical and horizontal direction were set to 2.4 MPa and
4.8 MPa, respectively. The rock mass properties are listed in Table 6.3.
Parameters of rock bolts are the same as those used in the simulation of
pull-out tests, and the deformation allowance of the DC bolts was set to
100 mm. In order to evaluate the effect of rock bolts only, the steel set and
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the sprayed concrete were not employed in the simulation. After
simulating the tunnel excavation, the shear stress distribution, the axial
force distribution of each rock bolt and the rock block displacement were
evaluated.

Figure 6.7 DDA simulation model for the tunnel excavation

Table 6.3 Rock mass properties
Valu
Item

Properties

Valu
Item

Properties

e
Density (kg/m3)

Valu
Item

e

e

Friction
2600

Joint

Cohesion
30

Joint

angle(°)
Rock

Poisson ratio

Properties

0.2

Dip angle (°)

2
(MPa)

60

Joint set

Dip angle (°)

-30

Spacing(m)

4

Joint set

Elastic modulus
50

1

Spacing(m)

(GPa)
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8

2

Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9 show simulation results with fully
grouted rock bolts and DC bolts, respectively. The principal stress, the
vertical stress distribution and shear force distribution along the rock bolt
are illustrated in Figure 6.8. Furthermore, the axial force distribution
along the rock bolt are displayed in Figure 6.9. For the fully grouted rock
bolts, three out of five rock bolts were ruptured during the excavation due
to the tension failure. For the other two rock bolts, the shear force was
generated at the location of each discontinuity.
In contrast, the DC bolts were not ruptured, and they could
withstand the large deformation due to the tunnel excavation.
Furthermore, the observed shear force and the axial force distribution
were consistent with those of pull-out test simulations. In other words,
the shear force was generated only at the far end of the rock bolt, and the
axial force was distributed uniformly along the rock bolt. From the
vertical stress distribution, the excavation damaged zone with full
grouted rock bolts could be seen slightly wider than that with DC bolts,
because of the rupture of three rock bolts during the excavation.
Figure 6.10 shows the monitoring locations and the rock
displacement after the excavation, respectively. As shown in Figure
6.10(a), monitoring locations from ① to ③ corresponds to the location
where the ruptured fully grouted rock bolts were installed. The tunnel
surface displacement with DC bolts was smaller than that with the full
grouted rock bolts. This result demonstrated the advantage of the newly
developed DC bolt under the severe condition where the large tunnel
displacement occurs. On the other hand, for monitoring points ④ and ⑤
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where no rock bolts were ruptured, the rock displacement with fully
grouted rock bolts were smaller than that with DC bolts. This result
implies that using the energy-absorbing rock bolts may allow the rock to
move excessively, especially where the fully grouted rock bolt can
withstand the rock deformation.

(a)Fully grouted rock bolt (b) Deformation-controlled rock bolt
Figure 6.8 Shear force distribution after the excavation

(a)Fully grouted rock bolt (b) Deformation-controlled rock bolt
Figure 6.9 Axial force distribution after the excavation
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(a) Monitoring locations

(b) Rock block displacement after the excavation
Figure 6.10 Monitoring result of the rock displacement
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6.4. Summary
In this chapter, in order to evaluate the supporting effect of a newlydeveloped DC bolt, the new DDA rock bolt element which can reproduce
the results of pull-out tests (unique tri-linear shaped load-displacement
curve) was developed.
In the DDA based rock bolt pull-out simulations, the distinctive
behaviours in the shear force and axial force distribution of the fully
grouted rock bolt and the DC-bolts were obtained, and the loaddisplacement curves were found to be well consistent with the result of
laboratory pull-out tests.
The new DDA rock bolt element were applied to the DDA based
tunnel excavation simulations. Several fully grouted rock bolts were
ruptured due to the large tunnel deformation, resulting in the larger
displacement and broader extent of the yielding zone. In contrast, no DCbolts were ruptured during the excavation, whereby the tunnel
displacement could be restricted based on the allowable displacements.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and recommendations

7.1. Conclusion
Rock

bolts

are

essential

tunnel

support

materials

for

the

tunnel/cavern construction. Therefore, there have been a lot of research
achievements since 1970s. As the interface behaviour between the rock
bolt and the bond material is one of the crucial factors affecting the
reinforcing effect of the rock bolt, this research aims to enrich the
understanding in the interface behaviour and debonding mechanism.
Key findings based on shear tests and DDA modelling are summarised
as follows.
Shear test
- For the rock bolt without ribs, no cracks were observed inside the mortar,
and the shear behaviour was controlled only by the interface between the
rock bolt and the mortar.
- For the rock bolt with ribs, rib angles did not significantly influence the
load-displacement curve and crack propagation under specific testing
conditions (2.0 MPa of confining pressure).
- When the low-strength mortar was used, horizontal cracks were mainly
observed. In contrary, as the mortar strength increased, inclined cracks
were generated and the mortar failed brittlely.
- As the confining pressure increased, the peak strength and residual
strength also became high, regardless of whether or not there were ribs.
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DDA modelling
- The simulation and experimental results for the rock bolt without ribs
are in good agreement, which verifies the capability of the DDA in
simulating the shear failure during pull-out tests. In order to obtain
accurate results, selecting the proper spring stiffness value (both normal
and horizontal stiffness value) was essential.
- For the rock bolts with ribs, the crack distribution and load-displacement
curves obtained from the DDA simulations were close to those observed
from the laboratory tests. Therefore, it has been verified that the DDA
method can be an effective tool to simulate the crack initiation and
propagation into the bond material.
-The angle of a rock bolt rib is suggested to be larger than 60°, which is
because the slip behaviour is likely to occur in front of the rib surface as
the rib angle becomes smaller, and consequently, the load capacity is
similar to the cases without ribs when the confining pressure is relatively
low.
-The mortar thickness to rib height ratio should be more than 6.0 (mortar
thickness 12 mm / rib height 2.0 mm) when the peak strength was the
main concern. In addition, it should be greater than 9.0 (mortar
thickness 18 mm/rib height 2.0 mm) when the mortar soundness was
also considered. On the other hand, as the mortar thickness became
small, the reinforcing effect of the rock bolt decreased because the cracks
could penetrate the mortar easily even at the beginning stage of shear
test.
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-The preferable space between the rock bolt ribs was between 17.8 and
25.0 mm.
-With regard to the rib shape, a circular rib can prevent the stress
concentration around ribs; however, the large-angle inclined cracks were
generated and penetrated the mortar. As a result of this behaviour, the
mortar could be split easily, whereby the load capacity became slightly
smaller than in the case with square ribs.
New energy-absorbing rock
-

The anchor of the new energy-absorbing rock bolt, DC bolt, was
designed based on the DDA detailed anchor model. After that, the
performance of the DC bolt was examined by laboratory tests and
numerical modelling. Key findings from these studies are summarised
as follows.

-

Supporting mechanism of the DC bolt can be classified into three
stages.
1) Primary resisting stage: the friction force between the threaded bar
and grout and the end anchor start to resist against the pull-out
loading caused by the rock dilation.
2) Deformable stage: the anchor itself starts to resist by ploughing
inside the grout after the debonding failure along the bolt-grout
interface.
3) Secondly resisting stage: when the anchor reaches the ring, the ring
starts to resist against the pull-out force.

- From the laboratory pull-out tests, the newly-developed DC bolt could
cope with much larger displacement than the fully grouted rock bolt.
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Moreover, ideal tri-linear shaped load-displacement curve can be
obtained depending on the distance between the anchor and the ring.
-

In the DDA based rock bolt pull-out simulations, the distinctive
behaviours in the shear force and axial force distribution of the fully
grouted rock bolt and the DC-bolts were obtained, and the loaddisplacement curves were found to be well consistent with the result
of laboratory pull-out tests.

-

In the example of the DDA based tunnel excavation simulations,
several fully grouted rock bolts were ruptured due to the large tunnel
deformation, resulting in the larger displacement and broader extent
of the yielding zone. In contrast, no DC-bolts were ruptured during the
excavation, whereby the tunnel displacement could be restricted based
on the allowable displacements.

As described above, the author has focused on the interface behaviour
between the rock bolt and the bond material in the first part of this study.
By comparing with the laboratory shear test results, the DDA-based
numerical simulation model for the rock bolt interface behaviour had been
developed. As the application of this numerical simulation model, the
effect of rock bolt configurations on the supporting effect of rock bolt was
analysed. Furthermore, the new type of energy-absorbing rock bolt was
designed and its reinforcing mechanics was investigated by the DDAbased simulation model. The results obtained from this study enable
readers to better understand the supporting mechanism and reinforcing
effect of rock bolts.
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7.2. Recommendations
Finally, the limitation of the current work and the recommendation
for a future work are summarised as follows.
-

Rock bolts are subjected to not only the axial force but also lateral force.
In this study, only the axial pulling load due to the shear behaviour
along the interface between the rock bolt and the bond material was
considered. The lateral behaviour should be taken into account in the
future work.

-

In order to focus on the crack distribution in the bond material, shear
tests were carried out with 2D-simplified rock bolt model and 2D-DDA
was also employed to build the accurate rock bolt model. However,
actual rock bolts show 3D-behaviour, therefore results obtained from
3D pull-out tests should be added to the current work. Furthermore, it
probably be hard to observe the detailed interface behaviour between
the bolt and the bond material with the pull-out test, 3D numerical
modelling would be more meaningful.

- The newly-developed DC bolt has not been applied to actual
construction sites yet. In order to improve the applicability of new rock
bolt, application results must be required in a future work.
Furthermore, the DC bolt was developed for the squeezing ground
where the tunnel deforms slowly. In order to investigate the
reinforcement effect for the dynamic conditions (i.e. rock burst or
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earthquake), the additional tests such as the drop test should be
carried out.
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